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THE EDUCATION OF GIRLS, AS CONNECTED WITH THEIR
GROWTH AND PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT.*

DY N. ALLEN, M.D., LL.D., LOWELL, MASS.

ONE of the most encouraging signs
of the times is that the attention

of the public is being directed more
and more to physical improvement.
There are undoubtedly serious objec-
tions to some of the ways in which
this interest is manifested, especially
as connected with athletic sports and
games. The matter here may be car-
ried too far for the physical and moral
interests of those engaged in them.
Where this improvement is most need-
ed is in early training in the famil
combined with an educational system.
Physical improvement should become
a leading object both in the family
and in the school, and, through all the
stages of education, the culture of the
body should go hand in hand with that
of the mind. It should be made to
apply especially to those who need it
most, whose organization is weak and
defective-where some parts are im-
perfectly developed or not well bal-
anced, and there is lack of strength and

* Abstract of a paper read before the American
Institute, at its fiftieth annual meeting, July soth,
z879.-From the Sanitarian, N.Y.
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harmony of function. There should be
in all schools a system of gymnastics or
physical exercises of some kind, wisely
adapted to the varied wants of the
pupils.

In advocating a more strict observ-
ance of the laws of health and life,
and objecting to the present modes of
education, it should be distinctly un-
derstood that no one department of
mental culture, no particular mode of
teaching, neither the higher education
of woman, nor co-education, are here
singled out for criticism; neither is it
intended to oppose or object at all to
female education; but on the other
hand, we advocate the highest possi-
ble mental culture for girls that is com-
patible with their whole organization
-that harmonizes with both the phy-
sical and mental systems. This con-
stitutes the only sure basis or founda-
tion for all true culture, and its laws
are the certain tests of its correctness
and success; for, guided by these laws,
there is no theory, no experiment, no
failure.

In making application of the princi-
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ples here laid down, reference will be
made more especially to girls, as both
in the family and in the school they
are less provided with the means for
physical development than boys; vhile,
considering the nature and objects of
their organization, it is far more impor-
tant for girls. Within a few years the
education of girls has been pressed
with great energy, especially in New
England. In cities and large villages
girls are sent annually to school from
five years of abe to sixteen or seven-
teen,with the exception of ten or twelve
weeks' vacation each year. In small
towns and rural districts the amount of
schooling is less, perhaps from one-half
to two-thirds as much as in cities.
While great stress is laid upon the
kind and number of studies, and the
standard is raised in the meantime
higher every year, scarcely any atten-
tion is given to the growth and develop-
ment of the body. With rare excep-
tions there is no system of gymnastics
or calisthenics provided in schools for
girls, and, generally speaking, no reg-
ular or systematic exercise that is ad-
apted to promote their highest phy-
sical development.

Once it was customary for the girls
in our New England families to do a
great deal of domestic labour: commen-
cing quite early, they were trained up
to it, year after year. Some part of
this labour was hard, and its perform-
ance made a severe tax upon the mus-
cles. In this way the constitution of
girls became strong and vigorous, cap-
able of nuch endurance. Besides,
schools were formerly continued only
about half the year, and then, in the
intermediate time, girls found abund-
ance of exercise in work. One of the
most unfortunate events that ever befel
any people was the change in feeling
and opinion that came over our New
England women in regarding domestic
work as menial and degrading. Had
this notion been confined to hired ser-
vice-for that only which received re-

gular pay-this injury would not have
been so great. But this notion or
sentiment has gradually been taking
possession of the minds of our New
England women, especially girls, until
domestic labour, wherever performed,
is considered degrading - is not
fashionable-and any other kind of
work or business is preferred.

These views have not been confined
to the cities, nor to families "well-to-
do in the world, " but have pervaded
all classes everywhere, so that very few
of our New England girls are trained
up to thorough domestic work. Now,
no exercise or employment can be
found which is so well calculated to
develop strong, vigorous, and healthy
constitutions in girls as household
work, commenced early, and trained
up to the performance of the more
laborious parts of it. At the present
dayit is onlythe lighterkinds of domes-
tic work that girls are called upon to
do, and not those harder portions that
develop and strengthen the muscles,
that harden and toughen the constitu-
tion. As girls are now sent to school
after six or seven years of age, and
kept there five or six hours a day,
with lessons imposed which they are
obliged to learn more or less at home,
there is but little opportunity to attend
to household duties. Education is
considered by parent and teacher as
paramount to everything else; the
growth and development of the body,
strong and vigorous muscles, a sound
and healthy physical system, are prac-
tically regarded as of but little conse-
quence.

What, now, are some of the results
of this neglect of plysical exercise and
supreme devotion to mental pursuits?
Let us inquire what are the teachings
of physiology on this subject. A funda-
mental principle of this science is that
growth and strength depend upon ex-
ercse; and, of course, those. parts or
organs which are most exercised will
receive most nutrition. Exercise is a
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primary law of existence. There may
be some growth in parts of the body
ivithout much exercise, but it cannot
bc continued long in a vigorous and
healthy manner.

There is what may be called. a nor-
mal growth-a regular order- -in which
all parts of the body should be so ex-
ercised and nourished that every part,
in its own time, may be increased in
vitality and strength. If the laws reg-
ulating this divine order-this natural
growth-are not observed; if certain
parts arc unduly cultivated, while
others are greatly neglected, the con-
sequences must be very injurious, and
perhaps ultimately disastrous. This
is very well expressed by a distinguish-
ed female writer in the following ]an-
guage: "During youth the develop-
ment of the body must be the first care;
its strength, its beauty, the complete
establishment of every function, the
first conditions for its harmonious
growth, must be our ruling principle.
There is no possibility of avoiding this
necessity-this primary predominance
of the material organization: it is Di-
vine law; every violation will bring its
own punishment; and woe to the peo-
ple or the race where this order is sys-
tematically inverted: disease, vice, and
rapid degeneracy will inevitably mark
its history." Because these evils do
not follow at once, their danger does
not seen to be apprehended. Such
is the nature of those evils, resulting
from the violation of physical laws,
that their effects are not fully witness-
ed in one generation, but are develop-
ed more and more by the laws of
inheritance. It may require several
generations for their development, but
unless the causes are removed, these
evils are certain to come, just as sure
as any penalties attached to the viola-
tion of the laws of the Almighty.

From six to sixteen years of age
girls are confined closely to school,
except about twelve weeks' vacation
each year. No systematic provision

for physical culture is made at the
school, neither is there sufficient cxer-
cise taken outside for a proper and
hcalthy development of the body.
These ten ycars constitute also the
principal time in life for the growth
and development of all parts of the
system. The period fron twelve to
sixteen is especially a critical time in
the growth and health of girls. These
years in the high school or seminary
are crowded with most difficult studies,
combined with examinations, reviews,
and exhibitions, which make a tremen-
dous strain upon the brain and the
nervous system.

In examining the effects of such a
course of study, the lavs of physiology
must be our guide. If we should
consider, in all its bearings, the rela-
tion of the mind to the body through
life, it would seem as though the latter
should receive as much attention dur-
ing these ten years as the former. It
is a question whether by such a course
the great objects of existence might
not, in a larger measure, be secured.
It is a fact that many young people
who grow up in the country, with very
limited schooling, excel in scholarship
and attainment those trained in the
schools of the city. It is also a fact
that, where the half-time system of
schools has been conducted a long
series of years, the pupils (working
half of the time) have made as much
progress in learning as those attending
school all the time.

That we may obtain more definite
views of the effects of education as now
conducted, let us consider some of the
physiological changes produced by it.
The muscles and the brain constitute
the two leading forces in the human
system, and may be represented by the
motive and nervous temperaments.
It is of the highest importance that
thesetwotemperaments should both be
fully developed and made prominent
in the growth of the body; otherwise
the organs included in the other two
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temsperanents will never attain their
proper growth and complcte develop-
ment.

The muscles constitute by far the
largest portion of the body; they grow
only by exercise, and become strong
and healthy only by much exercise.
Thus they receive their proper share
of nutrition, increase in size and
strength, and gradually obtain that
nost important quality-fitness for
work and power of endurance. This
exercise of the muscles must coin-
mence early, and be continued year
after year, so that the fibres of the
muscles, by repeated extension and
contraction, become hardened and
toughened; their possessor can then
work, and hold on without being tired;
will have what is called grcatpower of
Cdurance.

On the other hand, where there is
deficient exercise and a want of proper
growth and development of this teim-
perament, the muscles arc pale and
weak, soft and flabby, they have not
sufficient vitality and strength to carry
on in a healthy and vigorous manner
the machinery of the wvhole system.
The muscular temperament, when well
developed, receives a large supply of
blood, and constitutes the leading
agency in causing a free and equal
circulation of blood through the whole
system; whereac, wlhen the muscular
power is weak, there is a great
tendency to frequent congestion-
especially in the internal organs-
which prepares the way for much
weakness and many diseases.

Besides, this muscular power, in
large supply, is needed to obtain good
blood by a more vigorous action of
the lungs and stomach ; no one thing
is more important for good health than
a free and equal circulation of the
blood. This muscular power can be
obtained only by a great deal of exer
cise when young; and no substitute
by friction, stimulants, or other hu-
man devices, can be found to replace

it. Individuals deficient in this power
labour through life under great disad-
van tages,

One of the most important agencies
in producing changes in the system is
/Cat. While the primary source of
heat arises from combustion, produced
in the process of converting nutrition
into blood, the muscles have much to
do with it in two vays: 1st, in an ac-
tive circulation of the blood through
all parts of the body, thus diffusing
warmth with the blood-the greater
the muscular power, the better the
circuk.tion ; and, :md, by the muscles
themselves acting as generators of
heat in their power of extension and
contraction, called animal heat of
electric currents-the larger the mus-
cular de elopment and thc u ig;h-
ly.vitalized it is, the greater is the
amounb of heat produced by exercise.
Such an organization is very important
to a people living in a cold climate,
or one subject to sudden changes of
temperature. What inconveniences,
vhat disadvantages, what sufferings

must individuals be subjected to
through life vho have not, ivithin their
own persons, such powerful generators
of heat and warmth! Clothing to any
extent, and artificial heat from what-
ever sources, afford poor substitutes.
Nature, ii its normal state, makes the
best provisions for warming the body.

There is another agency holding an
intimate relation to the muscles which
is of vital importance. The nervous
system has three great centres in every
individual where nerve force is gener-
ated. The brain is the nervous cen-
tre for the mind, the spinal rnarrow is
the centres for the muscles, and the
ganglia, so called, form the nervous
centres for the internal organs. Ner-
vous influences emanate from each of
these centres, and, while each class of
nerves has its own specific work to do,
and the functions of one cannot be
transferred to another, they hold, in-
directly to each other, most intimate
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relations. There is this peculiarity in
the ncrves that have their seat in the
spinal marrow: they are composed of
two classes-nerves of motion and
rerves of sensation,-which extend to
every part of the systeni. These
nerves are constantly brought into
action in ail kinds of exercise, and, as
the muscles compose so large a por-
tion of the body, thesc nervcs arc very
abundant ; the motor nerves are indis.
pensable to anything like healthy or-
ganization. It !s by the use of these
agents that motion and life are kept
up in the body.

Suppose, now, that for a series of
years the individual takes but little
physical exercise; these motor nerves
soon lose their strength and power,and
the balance between the nerves of
motion and sensation is destroyed.
And not only tis, but, as the nerves
centering in the )inal marrow lose in
vitality, vhile the activity of the nerves
centering in the brain and ganglia is
constantly increasing, the balance of
power between these different dasses
is also destroyed. Whenever this bal-
ance or harmony of function is once
lost it is not easily regained. As the
strength and power of these voluntary
nerves become much lessened from
inactivity, the individual is subjected
more and more to the influence of the
nerves of sensation, which have been
over-exercised, and not unfrequently
become morbid and irritable. The
ganglia, the sympathetic nervous sys-
tem, under whose influence the organs
of the body grow and live, will share
also in the undue activity imparted to
the other centres by the inaction of
the muscular system. No description
or language can express fully the ter-
rible effects of these changes in the
nerves from a healthy and normal state
to one artificial and diseased.

Many girls may go through the
whole course of education-the high
school, the seminary, and the college
-may shine as scholars in every de-

partment of learning; but what, cai
we say of their constitutions-of their
physical stanina? Has not the nind
or brain been cducated too much,
altogether, at the expense of the
body?

These evils arc of such a character
that physicians only can judge fully of
their nature and extent. It is a fact
that there has beer, within twenty *or
thirty years, a great increase of dis-
cases among New England vomen, of
such type and character as could origi-
nate only from an excess of nerve tissue
or the want of a well-balanced organ-
ization. Headaches, and neuralgia in
all its diversified forms, hysteria and
neuroses in great variety and intensity,
have multiplied. Some of these com-
plaints are accompanied with excruci-
ating pain and long suffering, as they
are found difficult to treat and alost
impossible to cure. When a person of
an intense nervous teniperament breaks
down in health, the invalid condition is
apt to continue months or years, and
sometimes for life. With such. an or-
ganization, combined with a want of
physical stamina, medicines and sani-
tary agencies do not so readily afford
relief; neither can we call to our aid so
fully the recuperative powers of nature.
There is no class of complaints so
complicated in their nature, so obstin-
ate in treatment, and so doubtful of
cure, and at the same time accoît-
panied with so much suffering, as ner-
vous diseases.

There are one or two features con-
nected with this extreme develop-
ment of nerve tissue which call for
special notice. It happens not unfre-
quently, with persons possessing this
organization, that when all their wants
are not gratifned, when overtaken with
disappointment, or overcome by trials,
the nervous systen becomes irritable
and morbid; the'disposition and tem-
per of mind are at the same time
changed. Without sufficient muscular
force, or the control of the voluntary
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nerves, such persons bccome anything
but plcasant or agrecable companions.

Another fcaturc in such an ogani-
zation is its strong tenddncy to mental
derangement. The reason and the
will have no controlling influence;
the balance in the mental faculties is
destroyed; and the individual, coin-
posed, as it were, of a bundle of
nerves, is governed by mere Caprice,
whim.e, or the delusions of an clotion-
ai -iture. Our lunatic hospitals con-
tai lt the present day many just such
persor.::.

Again: We have stated that when
in the course of education, and as a
resuit of it, there is a great predomirn-
ance of the nervous temperanctt and
a lack of the muscular, the internal
organs of the body do not stand so
god a chance for growth'and develop-
ment. As a consequence, these saine
organs suffer in weakness and become
liable to disease; the lungs from con-
sumptive complaints ; the stomach
from indigestion and dyspepsia; the
bowels from costive habits; and the
reproductive organs fron a variety of
weaknesses and diseases. The heart
also suffers in its action for the want
of muscular power, and it cannot force
the vital currents so well throughout
the whole system.

The diseased condition of all these
organs originate more or less from
the want of muscular power, and this
defect cornes from neglect of the
kind and amount of physical exer-
cises which should have been taken
while the body was in a state of growth
and development. But an excessive
cultivation of the brain, or the mind
has, directly and indirectly, done its
full share in producing these evils.

To confirm this statement we might
summon a great number of witnesses,
but must be content with the follow-
ing: Mary J. Studley, M.D., now con-
nected a long time with the State
Normal School for Girls at Framing-
ham, Mass., writes thus: "It has been

my privilege, for more than twenty-
five ycars, to be intimately associated
with young women, cithcr as teacher
in the school-room -i the earlier ycars,
or as medical practàtioner or teacher
of hygiene, during the latter ones, and
every day's added experience only
contirnis me in the position I have
occupied froi the first relative to the
various forrms of nervousness which
affect our sex. That position aftirms
that the best possible balance for
a veak, nervous system is a wc/I-
deve/oped mlnuscu/ar systemz. Weak,
shaky, hysterical nerves always accom-
pany soit, flabby muscles, and it is a
moirnful fact that the majority of M/c
young womien whom I me.:t in schools
are notably deficient in muscular de-
velopment."

The fact here stated brings us to
one' of the most serious evils in the
present imodes of education. While
it cultivates the mind and stores it
with knowledge, training the mental
faculties to their highest extent, and
capacitating them for the greatest
happiness, it develops, at the same
time, an organization which, unless it
has health, the means and ability to
be gratified, becomes susceptible of
immense suffering, both of body and
mind. It may be said that such a
result cannot be prevented, especially
in some cases, but, alas 1 they are alto-
gether too common, and are likely to
increase more and more unless some
radical reforms are effected.

In describing the defective organi-
zation of American women, says Eliza-
beth Blackwell, M.D.: "We need
muscles that are strong and prompt
to do our will, that can run and walk
indoors and out of doors, and convey
us from place to place, as duty or
pleasure cails us, not only without
fatigue, but with the feeling of cheerful
energy; we need strong arms that can
cradle a healthy child and toss it crow-
ing in the air, and backs that will not
break under the burden of household
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carcs-a frame that is not exhausted
and weakened by the round of daily
duties. Wc necd muscles so well deve-
lopcd that shall make the human
body rcally a divine image, a perfect
form, rendering all dress graceful, and
not rcquiring to bc padded and fillcd
up and weighcd down with clunisy
contrivances for hiding its dcformities;
bodies that can move in dignity, in
grace, in airy lightness or conscious
strength: bodies erect and firm, ncer-
getic and active; bodies that are truly
sovercign in their presence, expres-
sions of a sovercign nature. Such arc
the bodies we need; and exercise, the
means by which the muscular system
may be developcd, assumes then its
truc position as of primary importance
during the period of youth. It is the
grand necessity to which everything
clse should submit." This is strong
language, but none too strong; the
description will be heartily approved
by all medical men who comprehend
fully the powerful influence of the
muscular system.

Such an organization as is here de-
scribed has two great advantages:
rst, the self-possession and conscious
power which it gives a woman; and
2nd, the commanding influence which
such a physique everywhere has over
others. There is a power, a charm,
a magnetism in the female form or
organization, when clothed witli all
the elements of beauty, which no
language can describe.

But such a development of the
whole person is not easily obtained;
it certainly cannot be by performing
the lighter kinds of housework, by a
short walk now and then, by occasion-
al gymnastic exercises, by a little
croquet playing, by any amount of
piano playing, or attention to music,
to embroidery, drawing, painting, etc.

In no part of female education is
there so much need of reform as in
physical culture. If the standard of
scholarship is to be raised higher and

higher in all our schools for girls, and
no greater attention is to bc paid to
the laws of liealth and life, grave con-
sequences may well be apprehended.

If this educational pressure werecon-
fined to a few individuals, thcre would
not be the same danger; but when
the great majority of our New Eng-
land girls arc thus crowded, its effects
become widely extendcd and far-
reaching. 'he remark has been made,
"Educate a woman and you educate
a race." This saying is full of ncan-
ing, and capable of different interpre-
tations. Its meaning or application
must depund upon the termI "educate"
-how and in what way it is donc.
This "educating" should have refer-
ence to the future, as well as to the
present; to the body, as well as to the
mind; for the highest developients of
brain and nerve tissue alone will never
go far toward educating a race-in
fact, it will inevitably run out.

God bas established, by the laws of
inheritance, most intimate relations
bctween one generation and another.
As yet these laws are very imperfectly
understood, but enough is known to
show that they depend upon certain
conditions, which must be carefully
studied and taken into account.
These conditions and laws cannot be
ignored or set aside with impunity.

Said President Eliot, a few days
since, in addressing the Alumni of
Harvard University: "Now, every-
thing depends with us and in the
learned professions upon vigour ofbody.
The more I see of the future of young
men who go out from these walls, the
more it is brought home to me that
professional success, and success in
all the learned callings, depends
largely upon the vigour of body, and
that the men who win great profes-
sional distinction have that as .ne
basis of their activity." Now,. if young
men must depend for success in life
upon the "vigour of the body," is it
not equally important for young
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women, who are to be their competi- what is still more important, who arc
tors in the lcarncd professions, and in 1 to be, in the broadest and fullcst sense,
various departients of business, and the "cducators of the race?"

CORPORAL PUNISHMENT.

11Y RICHARD LEWIS, HEAD MMTER, DUFFERIN ScIOOL, TORfONTO.

I NTER a protest against the excr-
cise of corporal punishment in

the school, (i) because it fails in its
objects, and (2) because it degrades
the teacher.

The end of aill punishnent is the
happiness of the pupil and the well-
being of society. The intellectual
improvement of the pupil rendcrs
punishment neccssary only when his
will conflicts with that iml)rovement.
But the want of education in aftcr life
is visitcd by other penalties, none of
then taking the form of corporal
punishment; and the more the school-
punishments for neglccted studies can
be niade to assimilate with the penal-
ties of ignorance which inevitably
follow in after life, the more shall wC
niake the offenders appreciate the
necessity for education. Now there
is no relation between the infliction of
bodily pain and the consequences,
social and personal, that fall upon
ignorance. A severe whipping may
make a pupil study a lesson better for
a time, but it docs not make that pupil
any more a lover of study. Possibly
the dislike is strengthened because he
looks upon the study and not his own
indolence as the cause of the penalty;
and so long as the teacher inflicts
torture, the study and tho teacher
come to be regarded as the enemies
of his peace. It is not my purpose at
present to indicate better methods as
substitutes for this, too often the most
favoured, because the easiest, kind of

punishnent. It no doubt dots secure
a temporary reform. But the effcct
of all the finer influences which lighcr
ninds do exercise over thcir pupils,
the cultivation of the love of study
both for the social advantages and the
personal, delights of a cultivated nind
which it brings, is lost. The result of
such enforced studies is secn in the
fact thati outside of a profession, few
who have had the bcst advantages of
a public or high st.hool education con-
tinue to be students after they begin
the work of life-the sustenance of
the body and thc acquisition of wcalth.

But it is in the moral consequences
that the corporal punishment fails the
nost and produces the worst iresults.
The infliction of such punishiment is
most comnion where order is violated,
and when any moral law lias been
transgressed. Most parents and many
teachers generally regard "a good
whipping" as the best cure for a bad
disease. It bas even been urged
that whipping is justifiable in the
schîool because it has been found to
have the best effect upon criiinals in
jails. Of course such advocates for
whipping forget that it is not crininals
we have to deal with, but youth, with
all its capacities for good which it is
the high privilege of the teacher to
strengthen and develop; and secondly,
it is in all cases questionable if the
whipping of young or old criminals
does effect good. Whenever pain is
arbitrarily inflicted by power, the
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suffercr in some form rcscnts. He
silently, or with curses not loud but
dcep, submits. The criminal may be
hardcned bcyond hope, and socicty
in its defence nay fright him into sub-
mission; but that gives no proof of
reformation. In a lcsser dcgrec it is
the samc ii tie schonl. Your corporal
punishment will not exorcise the spirit
of theft, or lying, or brutality, or 1i-
purity, out of a bad nature. The cane
or the whip will only iake the offen-
der more secret in his bad habits.
le will'conceal his vices, but no whip-

ping will make him love the opposite
virtues. The effect therefore is never
an advantage to virtue, even vhcn the
motive has been disinterested-when
the teacher bas inflicted the punish-
ment in the spirit of a philanthropist
and for the public good. But the
probability and the danger is that cor-
poral punishîment, in the greatest num-
ber of cases, is inflicted under feelings
of temporary irritation or of the
hcaviest anger, and that therefore
personal resentment, mn.ore than a
sense of duty, prompts it. Hence the
cvil and the danger. The personal
resentment is secen by the pupil and
therefore no moral good results. The
offender is taught to conceal, not to
reform; and the teacher, under the
influence of anger, may inflict serious
injuries on the culprit and render him-
self liable to the penalties of law and
to public disgrace.

I am not denying here the expedi-
ency of corporal punishment in certain
circumstances, under our imperfect
social organizations. It is urged,
and I do not itterly oppose the neces-
sity, that it is practised in jails, in the
army, and in the navy. I have con-
sidered its aspect in jails; and in the
army and the navy the fact that cor-
poral punishment, which once had as
strong advocates in those institutions
as. it even now lias in schools, is now
greatly diminished, and motives for
good conduct, rather than penalties for

bad, arc cncouragcd, gives evidcnce of
the retoration in that direction.

But this vicw of the question
brings me to the second grand objec-
tion I havc to corporal punishment
in the school-room. I d<çrades /lie
(achcr. In the jail, the army, and the
navy, it is not the governor of the jail,
or the commanil ? ofliccr, Who inflicts
the punishment; it is the vilest crim-
inal or the lowest official. The com-
nanding officer would throv up his
commission and the govcrnror would
resign his oflice before he would de-
grade himself by whipping an offend-
er. The teacher stands in the same
relation to his pupils that these ofticers
do to their charges, and the degrada-
tion is similar if not equal. The con-
sequences of imposing this degrading
duty on the teacher have been felt
through all ages and in every country.
In past times we have been subjected
to the snecers and contempt of igno-
rance, because while cnlightenîed views
of our duties had animated thoughtful
minds, the masses have looked upon us
as objects of fear and coercion to chil-
dren. Parents frighten their children
with the terrors of the schoolmaster's
whip. ""rake care-you'll catch it
when you go to school," is no uncom-
mon threat held out to refractorv child-
ren, and owes its existence to the fact
that we have too often deserved the
reputation it suggests.

But it degrades us. The parent
who will hold up the teacher as an
object of fear will not hesitate to hold
him up as an object of contempt or
ridicule. Hence the personal insults
to which teachers are frequently sub-
jected-ridiculed, called naies, or
mocked for any personal defects ; and
this without regard to sex, or age, or
services. Mark the respect with which
the clergyman is received. The prob-
ability is that if children were to speak
of their clergymen as they are allowed
by ignorant parents to speak of their
teachers they would be rebuked for
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committing a heinous sin. I shall not
endeavour to show how all this recoils
in very justice on parents, but I lay
nuch of this wretched training to the
charge of corporal punishment.

The office of the teacher is to in-
struct and discipline in knowledge and
duty. But where pupils refuse to obey
or violate moral law, then it is the
duty of the parent to aid the teacher.
If then the case justifies and demands
corporal punishment, the parent is the
proper person to inflict that punish-
ment. It is the duty of the parent to
compel the attendance of a truant
child; it is equally the duty of the pa-
rent to compel the refractory child to
submit to the just regulations of the
school, and especially to compel and
encourage respect for the authority of
the teacher. That respect should in
no degree be less than that demanded
and encouraged to be shewn to the
clergyman. It is no degradation in
the parent to chastise his own child.
Its necessity may be evidence of bad
management, but the authority is vest-
ed in him-and only in him-by the
highest authority, and, as the parent, it
is not so likely that lie will exceed wlat
is right as the teacher. Examples
will occur wvhere parents refuse to at-
tend to these their special obligations.
But my experience convinces me that

THE COsT OF RAISING A Boy. - The
heaviest tax that can be imposed upon a
nation is one that is paid in human lives.
From whatever point of view the subject
may be regarded, this conclusion is irresisti-
ble. If we look at it according to purely
economical considerations, we inay obtain
very remarkable results. It has been esti-
mated that an actual money cost of £3ao is
incurred in raising a boy, cradled among the
poorest classes, from birth to manhood. It
does not require us to ascend very high in the
social scale before we find that this estimate
must be trebled. If we take what we may
call the cost price of the human unit at any
definite time, say at £500 on arriving at ina-
turity, the producing power of the unit in
question will bear some relation to that sum;
the more costly and careful education pro-

such cases form a small minority. The
sanction of school authorities, trustees,
and inspectors, and above all of pub-
lic opinion, must unite to support
every teacher who desires to expel
corporal punishment from his school,
and demands the aid of the parent
when ,the child becomes refractory.
When parents refuse or fail to secure
the necessary obedience, then we may
be assured that corporal punishment
inflicted by the teacher will also fail.
Then the State must interfere. Then
the parent is unfit to govern his house-
hold, and in self-protection the State
must take the charge from the parent
if it wishes to save society from crim-
inal consequences.

I press these views on the consider-
ation of my fellow-teachers. The re-
form lies in their power. A unanimous
resolve by them to expel all corporal
punishmçnt from the doniain of their
labours would lead to all necessary
co-operation to secure from authority,
by better regulations, what is supposed
to be secured r.ow by whipping; and
the extinction of a degrading and un-
manly duty would be one of the steps
by which the best relations between
teacher and pupil would be strengthen-
ed and ennobled, and the office of
education respected and elevated.

ducing, as a rule, the more valuable result, as
to productive power. If the labourer who
earns 14s. or 15s. a week adds £5a per an-
num to the wealth of the country, the physi-
cian, the scientific military or naval officer,
the barrister, or the enigineer, may look for-
ward to the time when his yearly labour will
be worth more than a hundred times that
amount, even if appraised only by the price
lie is actually paid for his time. Taking any
producing individual, whether valued at 4/5
or at £5,aoo per annum, at any period of his
career, no income tax to which he can be sub-
jected can approach in its pressure the extrava-
gant tax of death. For the payment of that
tax at once annihilates the total earning power
of which there was, until that moment, a fair
mathematical expectation.-Popzdar Science
Monthly.
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The Progress of Edcation.

THE PËOGRESS OF EDUCATION IN ENGLAND.

MR. FRANCIS PEEK, in an
article under the above title

in the Contempoorary for August, gives
sorne interesting facts and statistics
illustrative of the great advance made
in elementary education in England
during the last half century, a few
extracts from which may be of interest
to our readers. "The earliest move-
ment towards *a system of national
education," he says, "may, perhaps,
be said to date froin 1832, or about
the time of the passing of the Reforn
Bill. The position of the country at
that time is, perhaps, fairly represented
by the City of Manchester, where, out
of a population of 20o,ooo only i ,ooo
scholars were found attending school,
although the number of children need-
ing education was over 34,000. Thus
about two-thirds of the population
were growing up in entire ignorance."
The quality, too, of the education
that was given, as described in a report
of the Statistical Society in 1834, was
miserable in the extreme. Half of
the schools were the so-called "Dame-
Schools," kept by fenales or old men
" whose only qualification for this em-
ployment seemed to be their unfitness
for every other." Generally these
schools were held "in very dirty and
unwholesome rooms, frequently in
close, damp cellars, or old, dilapidated
garrets;" most of them had but two or
three books among all the scholars,
while the terns of tuition varied from
twopence to sevenpence per week.
Nor were the common day-schools,
" kept by private adventure teachers,"
much better..

Further evidence of the deplorable
state of educational affairs is found in

the fact that in 1838 only nine out of
every hundred criminals were able to
read and write, their leading charac-
teristic being " a heathenish ignorance
of the simplest truths of religion and
morality."

The Government at last took the
matter in hand, making grants in aid
of education and contributing towards
the building of schools. By 1868
"almost every parish church had a
school attached to it, while various
Nonconformist bodies, especially the
Wesleyans, were also actively provid-
ing for the education of the poor."
In 1870 Mr. Forster's Elementary
Education Act was passed, providing
that every child should receive a cer-
tain amount of education, and making
parents responsible for their children's
attendance at school.

At the time of the passing of this
act, Mr. Forster stated that voluntary
effort had provided 11,ooo day and
2,oco night schools. There were
1,450,000 children on the registers,
the attendance being very irregular,
and averaging only 1,ooo,ooo. " Only
two-fifths of the children between the
ages of six and ten years, and only
one-third of those betveen the ages
of ten and twelve, were receiving even
this insufficient amount of education;'
the standard being very low in the in-
spected schools, and probably lower
in those uninspected. "In Birming-
ham, Leeds, Liverpool and Manches-
ter, with an estimated population of
1,500,000, the average attendance in
elementary schools was 124,000,"
while in four such towns in Germany
250,000 children would have been
found attending schools daily for eight
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years. As to the quality of popu-
lar education, in Birmingham and
Leeds with a population of 6oo,ooo,
only 530 pupils passed the sixth stand-
ard, which was lower than the lowest
Saxon or German standard. " In
England only 2o,ooo in a population
of 20,000,000 passed the sixth stand-
ard; in Old Prussia, 380,000 in a
population of 19,ooo,ooo passed every
year."

Mr. Peek gives a brief account of
.the provisions and working of the
Elementary Education Act of 1870.
It divides the country into school dis-
tricts, in each of which, unless suffici-
ent school accommodation is provided
within a certain time by voluntary
effort, a School Board is elected by
the ratepayers, and is empowered to
build schools with funds borrowed
from the Government, repayable in
5o years at 37z per cent. The Boards
4 point local managers to schools and
Divisional Committees to enforce the
regular attendance of the children.
They have power to raise funds by
levying a rate over the whole district,
and to charge fees to the parents.
Both Board and Voluntary Schools
receive Government grants according
to the excellence of the pupils. Each
Board decides whether the education
in its schools shall include religious
instruction or be altogether secular ;
denominational teaching,-however, be-
ing prohibited in any case. There
were fiercely fought battles at the first
formation of most of the boards on
this question of religious instruction,
the introduction of which into the
schools was vehemently opposed by
the Nonconformists. The advocates
of the "Bible in the School" tri-
umphed almost everywhere,-in the
London School Board by a majority
of five to one. It is still open, never-
theless, for a parent to require that
Biblical instruction shail not be given

to his child, but secular lessons in-
stead.

By way of contrast to the gloomy
description he has given of the condi-
tion of elementary Education in Eng-
land in 1834, Mr. Peek adds the
following accounts of the results of
the Government inspection in the year
ending '31st Aguust, 1877. There
were then inspected 15,187 day-
schools, "containing 22,033 depart-
ments, under separate teachers, and fur-
nishing accommodation for 3,653,418
scholars. There were on the registers
the names of 3,154,973 children;
1,oo,ooo being under seven years of
age, 1,929,ooo between seven and thir-
teen, and 125,ooo above thirteen years
of age. 771,000 passed the prescribed
examination without failure in any one
of the three subjects-reading, writing,
and arithmetic. In addition to the day-
schools, I,733 night-schools, having
57,000 scholars above twelve years of
age were recognised as efficient by the
Government. Of these 57,000 scho-
lars, 48,000 were examined, and out of
every hundred scholars, eighty-seven
passed in reading, sixty-nine in writing,
and fifty-eight in arithmetic. To carry
on this education, 24,841 certificated
teachers were at work, these teachers
being mainly supplied from forty train-
ing colleges, containing over 3,000
students. We find, also, that 270,000
children were presented for examina-
tion in specific subjects, and that, of
these, 45,000 passed successfully.
Grammar, elementary geography, and
history, which up to 1876 were treated
as specific subjects, are now included
in the ordinary work of the schools,
and,in 187 7 , formed (with needlework)
part of the examination of more than
a million scholars. Ordinary school-
drill is also part of the work in every
good school, andin 1,178 day-schools
military drill is systematically taught
to the boys."
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RECREATION FROM AN EDUCATIONAL POINT OF VIEW.*

DY GEO. J. ROMANES, M.A.

C OMING now to the large and imi-portant class-children. It seems
a mere commonplace to say that child-
ren ought to be allowed to run about
and romp and play as much as ever
they like or can. Yet this common-
place is far from having a coimon
place in the usages of modern society.
Among the upper classes children are
much too frequently restrained from
taking their full inount of natural
play, either by preposterous ideas of
genteel decorum, or by the respect
due to expensive clothing; while
among the lower classes the play-
ground is too often restricted by the
limits of the gutter, and even in the
parks we too often witness the melan-
choly spectacle of children still a long
way from their teens acting the part of
nurse to still younger members of the
family. To remedy these evils in the
case of the upper classes there is no-
thing to suggest, except that fathers
and mothers should cease to regard
their children's clothes as of more im-
portance than their children's health,
and learn to estimnate at its due value
the responsibility of fostering the most
precious of their possessions-these
living, feeling, loving little ones whose
capacities of life-long happiness are
being moulded by their parents' wis-
dom, or destroyed by their parents'
folly. In the case of the loiver classes
the crèche, or public nursery, where
abundance of romping play is permit-
ted, . deserves the most strenuous

* From an article on " Recreation" in the Sept.
Nineteenth Century.

encouragement. Children of all classes
will play as they ought to play if
only Nature is allowed to have her
course without let or hindrance from
artificial restraints.

But, as the only object in rearing
children is not that of making them
healthy animals, some amount of arti-
ficial restraint is necessary wlhen the
time - systematic mental training ar-
rives. Nevertheless, as bodily health
is the most essential condition even to
mental training, the most fundamental
principle which ought to guide the lat-
ter is that of supplying it with the min-
imum cost of the former. Yet in
school life this fundamental principle
is almost universally disregarded. So
long as the general health of a school
is maintained at a level compatible
with work, and not below the level
that declares itself by conspicuous
"break-downs," so long nobody cares
to reflect whether the system of school
discipline is in ail particulars the best
for maintaining the general health at
the highest possible level. I will not
wait to consider the disgraceful food
which, even in many of our better-
class schools, is deemed sufficiently
good for growing children to thrive
upon; nor will I wait to inveigh
against the system of competition
which, when encouraged beyond mod-
erate limits, acts as a baleful stimulus
to the very pupils who least require
to be stimulated. But, confining my
remarks to the one particular of pun-
ishment, I should like to put it as a
question of common sense, whether it
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would be possible to devise any mode
of punishing school children at once
more fatuous, more pernicious, or
more opposed to every principle
of science and morality, than are
the modes which are now most
generally in vogue. Consider for a
moment the practice of giving "im-
positions." It is not supposed that
copying out a stated number of lines
is an economical way of gaining in-
formation, so that even the plea of
imparting instruction cannot be ad-
vanced as a benefit to compensate
the evil of the method. And this evil
is a very serious one. The object of
all our methods in education ought to
be, as much as pbssible, to economise
effort; the mental energies ought, as
it were, to be nursed, so that by their
exercise they should lay up the largest
possible store of information. But
the mental energy which is expended
in writing out an imposition is wholly,
or almost wholly, profitless; and the
amount of energy so expended is con-
siderable-especially in the case of
long impositions. For the whole pun-
ishment of writing out an imposition
consists in the tediousness of the process;
and tediousness, by the painful class of
emotions which it arouses, is the most
wearisome or exhausting of the influ-
ences that consume the nervous ener-
gies. It may therefore be said that
in whatever degree the writing of an
imposition is a punishment, in that
degree are the nervous energies dis-
sipated in a wholly useless manner.
Therefore, to say nothing of the actual
time that is wasted in the writing of im-
positions, or of the slovenly style of
handwritiigwhich this mode of punish-
ment induces, my great objection to
the mode of punishment is that, by con-
suning the nervous energies in a whol-
ly profitless manner, it stands in direct
antagonism with all the principles that
i am endeavouring to inculcate. And
still more foolishly wrong does this
method of punishment become When

it is united, as it generally is, with an-
other and still more objectionable
method-I mean the custom of im-
prisoning children during playtime
vith the express purpose of denying

them healthful recreation. To shut
up a child already weary with work in
an empty school-room under a depress-
ing sense of disgrace, is something
worse than cruel; to a child it is a
wrongful injury that does not admit
of being justified by any argument;
and, in running counter to all the
principles both of physiology and- of
education, it is a sin against society.
In most cases the time during which
a child is thus confined is the only
time in the twenty-four hours that
there is an opportunity afforded for
any recreation at all; so that, when the
weary time of solitude is over and
school again meets, the unfortunate
victim reumes work with energies
doubly exhausted. Even if a child
had the stamina of a man, it would be
impossible that mental work resumed
under such circumstances could be
profitable-the faculty of memory be-
ing quickly affected by mental fatigue.
But, as a matter of fact, owing to the
great rapidity of physiological changes
in a growing organism, a child has
much more need of frequent exercise
than has an adult; so that, whether we
look at the matter from a sanitary or
from an educational point of view, I
think it is impossible too strongly to
condemn the practice of confining
echool-children during playtime.

Of course I shall be asked what
modes of punishment I would suggest
as substitutes for the two which I have
thus so strongly condemned. This
question, however, I am not careful to
answer. Even if it is true that there
is a difficulty in providing other and
efficient modes of punishment, I
should not feel the difficulty to justify
the maintenance of modes that are
so clearly injurious. But, merely for
the sake of giving an answer, I may
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say that, in the case of girls, experi-
ence derived from many o 'the higher-
class schools shows that discipline
may be maintained, either without any
punishment at all, or else by such
kinds as are more nominal than real.
The difficulty in the case of boys is no
doubt greater, but not, I think, insur-
mountable. Many kinds of punish-
ment may here be devised which go
upon the principle, not of denying
muscular exercise, but of enforcing it.
Extra drills or other compulsory ex-
ercise during play-hours are modes of
punishment greatly to be preferred to
those involving sedentary confinement,
although I do not pretend to insinuate
that compulsory exercise in the way of
punishment has the same recreative
value as voluntary exercise in the way
of play. For my own part, I have no
hesitation in recommending corporal
punishment as on all grounds greatly
preferable to the protracted, tedious,
heart-sickening, and health-breaking
systems which, in the name of Hu-
manity, are coming more and more
into general use. But, however great
the difficulty of devising or substitut-
ing other modes of punishment may
be, I feel sure there can be no reason-
able doubt that the modes which are
at present so largely in fashion ought
to be universally abolished.

The above remarks of course apply
almost exclusively to boys' schools ;
and, looking to boys' schools as a
whole, nothing much more remains to
be said of them in connection with
recreation. The John Bull spirit of
this country is in favour of allowing
schoolboys to play the hardy and vigor-
ous games which require all the mus-
cles to be brought into active service.
The case, however, is widely different
in girls' schools; so, before conclud-
ing, I should like to add a few words
with special reference to them.

School-life is the time when, most of
all, healthful recreation is needed. It
is then that the organism, being in a

state of active growth, most requires
the purifying and strengthening influ-
ences of muscular exercise to be in
frequent operation ; and the develop-
ment which the organism, during the
years of its growth, receives, is carried
through its life as an unalterable pos.
session. Yet in the majority of girls'
schools how miserable is the provision
that is made for securing this devel-
opmentl Even in our higher-class
schools the whole mechanism of their
discipline seems to be devised with
the view of stemming the healthful
flow of natural joyousness by the bar-
riers of tedious monotony. On all
sides a school-girl is shut up in a very
prison-house of decorum; every health-
ful amusement is denied her as " un-
ladylike;" she is iniperatively taught
to curb her youthful spirits in so far
as these may sometimes be able to
struggle above the weight of a mistak-
en discipline; she is nurtured during
her growth on the unhealthy soil of
ennuiin a depressing atmosphere of
dullness; and, as too frequent a con-
sequence, she leaves school with a
sickly and enervated constitution,
capable perhaps of high vivacity for a
short time, but speedily collapsing
under the strain of a few hours of
bodily or mental activity. Now ail
this is the precise reverse of what
school-life ought to be. The only aim
of most of the higher girls' schools
seems to be that of turning out pupils
with a superficial knowledge of a va--
riety of subjects, with such accomplish-
ments as they may be able, by hard
practice, to acquire, and with a well-
drilled sense of the part that a young
lady is to play in the complicated
tragedy of etiquette. Now it is no
doubt sufficiently desirable that girls,
and especially young ladies, should be
well educated; but, in my opinion, it
is of far greater importance that school.
girls should leave school with the
maximum of bodily vigour that a wise
and judicious nurture can impart, than
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that they should do so with minds
educated to any level that you please
to name within the limits of natural
possibility. I should therefore like to
see all girls' schools professedly re-
garded as places of recreation no less
than as places of education-as places
of bodily, no less than as places of
mental culture. And if this is consid-
ered too strong a statement of the case,
it must at least be allowed that far
more permanently beneficial work
would be done by girls, both at school
and after they leave it, if more per-
manently beneficial play were allowed.
At present in most schools, with all
indoor romping sternly forbidden as
unladylike, and all outdoor games re-
garded as impossible recreations for
girls of their age and social position,
the unfortunate prisoners are restnit-
ed in their exercises to a properly
prison-like routine-a daily walk in
twos and twos, all bound by the stiff
chains of conventionality, with nothing
to relieve the dull monotony of the
well-known way, and one's constant
companion being determined, not by
any entertaining suitability of tempera-
ment, but by an accidental suitability
of height. Could there be devised a
more ludicrous caricature of all that
we mean by recreation.

Do we want to know the remedy?
The remedy is as simple as the abuse
is patent. Let every school whose
situation permits be provided with a
good play-ground, and let every form
of outdoor amusement be encouraged
to the utmost. Schools situated in
towns, and therefore unable to provide
private play-grounds, might club to-
gether and rent a joint play-ground-
care, of course, being taken that the
social standing of all schools which so
club together should be about equal.
Some such arrangement would soon
be arrived at by town schools if pa-
rents generally would bestow more
thought on the importance of their
children's health, and turn a deaf ear

to all the qualifications of a school,
however good, which does not provide
for the proper recreation of its pupils.

Of course I shall be met by the ob-
jection that, by encouraging active
outdoor games among schoolgirls, we
should rub off the bloom, so to speak,
of refinement, and that, as a result,
we should tend to impair the delicate
growth of that which we all recognize
as of paramount value in education-
good breeding, I can only say I am
fully persuaded, by the results I have
seen, that such would not be the case.
The feelings and the manners of a
lady are inparted by inheritance and
by the society in which she lives, and
no amount of drilling by schoolmis-
tresses will produce more than an
artificial imitation of the natural re-
ality. Therefore, once let a girls'
school be a little society of little ladies,
and we need never fear that active
play, nâtural to their age and essential
to their health, will make them less
ladylike than does the stiff restraint of
the present system. Rather would
active play, during the years of bodily
growth, by developing the co-ordinat-
ed use of all the muscles, tend to im-
part through after-life that grace of
easy movement which we all admire,
but the secret of which is truly reveal-
ed only to the children of nature.

So much, then, for bodily recreation
in girls' schools. As regards their
mental recreation, I should begin by
recommending less mental work. In
most of the higher-class girls' schools,
as in boys' schools, a great deal more
work is required than it is either judi-
cious or desirable to require. The root
of this evil is that a girl's education is
usually made to terminate at the age
of seventeen or eighteen, and, as a
consequence, she is expected to gain
during these early years of life a suffi-
cient amount of book-learning to serve
for the rest of her days. In many
cases it is, no doubt, unavoidable that
a girl's education should end when she
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leaves school; but I think that, in al[
cases, education ought to be less ar-
duous than it is in many of our girls'
schools. Even if education is to end
with school-life, it is better that it
should end with a little knowledge
thoroughly acquired, than with a con-
fused and half-forgotten medley of
many subjects. Not that I advocate
speciality and depth of knowledge for
girls. On the contrary, I think that
the ain here ought rather to be that
of generality and width-languages,
elementary mathematics, geography,
history, art, sciený.e, and Englislh litera-
t,îre being all taught, but taught su-
perficially, or withcu .nuch detail, and
in as entertaining q manner as possi-
ble. Thu point, however, which I de-
sire chiefly to insist upon is this, that
school-girls ought not to be made or
encouraged to work beyond their
strength. In most girls'schools com-
petition runs very high ; and I am
quite sure that in very many cases the
ain of the schoolnistress ought to be
to check its undue severity, rather
than to stimulate that severity by coin-
petitive examinations. I have myself
known many cases of girls sitting up
late, rising early, and working all day
to win their coveted prizes-a state
of things which is a sufficiently crying
evil even in boys' schools, but which
is a still worse evil in girls'-worse be-
cause the p1/ysique of a girl is usually
less robust than that of a boy, and be-
cause the school-girl is doomed to a
sinaller amount of outdoor exercise.

Now if less time were consumed in
girls' scliools by mental work, more
time would be allowed for mental as
well as for bodily recreation. And, if
the time thus gained were judiciously
expended, I believe that, even as a
m.uter of mental culture, more would
be gained than lost. Suppose, for in-.
stance, that soine time in every day
were set apart for mental occupation
of a voluntary kind-a good library of
general though selected literature
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being provided for the use of the
pupils, and the cultivation of art being
allowed to rank as "mental occupa-
tion." In this way the more intellec-
tual of the pupils would be able to
receive that culture which only general
reading can impart, the more artistic
would be able to improve themselves
in their art by additional practice, and
even the unstudiously disposed would
find in a standard novel a kind of
reading less distasteful than Euclid.

And here while treating of mental
recreation among girls, I may add that
school-life is the time when provision
ought to be made for mental recreation
in after-life. Be it observed that men-
tal recreation is impossible unless there
is a natural and more or less cultured
taste for some branch or branches of
mental work. Indeed the capacity
for such recreation is clearly propor-
tional to the degree of such culture-
an idealess mind being incapacitated
for obtaining any variety of ideas.
Hence the great importance of width
of cultured interest, and the conse-
quent duty of the heads of schools to
ascertain the mental predilections of
their pupils individually, and in each
case where such a predilection is ap-
parent, to bestow special attention on
its culture. If this were more gener-
ally done, I am convinced that the
gain to their pupils in after-life would
be enormous. We are living in a
world teeming with interest on every
side, but to make this interest our
own possession we require a trained
intelligence. It ought, therefore, to
be one of the first aims of education
to supply special training to special
aptitudes, whereby the mind may be
brought en rapport with the things in
which it is by nature fitted to take
the most interest, and in them to
find a never-ending source of mental
recreation. If this method were more
universally adopted in girls' schools,
ladies as a rule would be supplied with
more internal resources of mental ac-
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tivity and cease to be so dependent
for the stimulation of sucli activity on
the niere excitement which is supplied
by the external resources of society.
But as it is, whether in the Con-
cert room, the picture gallery, the
library, or the country walk, it is of
most ladies literally and lamentably
true, that "having eycs they see not,
and having cars they hear not, neither
understand." Most ladies have a na-
tural taste for some one or other uf
the many lines of intellectual activity,
and if this taste were developed in
early life it would grow with the know-
ledge on which it feeds, tili in mature
life it would become an unfailing
source of pleasurable recreation. Yet
in most cases such a taste in early
life is not so much as discovered.
For instance, how seldom it is that we
ieet, even among musical ladies, with

any knowledge of harmony 1-and this
simply because they have never ascer-
tained whether the study of harmony
might not be to them a study of ab-
sorbing interest. Or, again, hov very
rare a thing it is to meet a lady who
lias even a superficial acquaintance
with any of the sciences; and how
vast is the paradise of intellectual en-
joynent from which multitudes of in-
telligent ladies are thus excluded !
And similiarly with all the other lines
of intellectual pursuit for which a cer-
tain small amount of rudinentary
initiation is required in order to ascer-
tain whether they are suited to indi-
vidual taste. So that, as I have said,
one of the most important aims of a
girl's, and also of a boy's, education
ought to be to ascertain and specially
to cultivate the branch of knowledge
in which most interest is taken. Let
us not suppose that by following this
advice there is any danger of impart-
ing to young ladies that singularly ob-
jectionableand not very easily definable
character which is most tersely and
intelligently conveyed by the word
" blue." No one can have a m.ore in-

tc nse dislike than I have of the ceru-
lean tint ; but wherever I have scen
it, I have always been persuaded that
it is the previous character whiclh ias
tinted the lcarning-not the learning
which lias tinted the character. Only
let a lady be a lady, and nothing but
envious ignorance can cver venture to
breathe the objectionable word, while
cultured retienient in the opposite
sex will always discover in the culture
of a lady that only which adds to her
refinement.

I have nov said all that I feel it
desirable to say on the principles and
the practice of recreation; and I will
conclude by adding a few words
on what I may call the ethics of
recreation.

Health niay be taken as implying
capacity for work, as well as to a large,
though to a less absolute degree, the
capacity for happiness; and, as duty
means our obligation to pronote the
general happiness, it follows that in no
connection is the voice of duty more
urgent than it is in the advancenint
of all that is conducive to lealth. By
maintaining our own healthi at the
highest point of its natural effnciency,
we are doing all that in us lies to se-
cure for ourselves the prime condition
for work-that is, the prime condition
for benefiting the community to what-
ever extent our powers nay be capable.
And, similarly, by promoting the health
of others, we are, in proportion to our
success, securing to the community a
certain amount of additional capacity
for work on the part of its constituent
members, as well as increasing the in-
dividual capacity for happiness on the
part of all the members whom our ef-
forts may reach. Therefore I take it
that, if we regard this subject from an
ethical point of view, it is clear that
we have no duty to perform of a more
grave ar. d important kind than this-
thoughtfully to study the conditions
of health, earnestly to teach these
conditions to others, and strenuously
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to make their observance a law to
ourselves. Now of these conditions
one of the most important is suitable
recreation. For this is the conditio'
whiclh extends to all classes of the
community, and the observance of
which is, as we have seen, an impera-
tive necessity to every individual who
desires to possess a sound working
mind in a sound working body.
Hence I do not hesitate to say that
one of our most weighty duties in life
is to ascertain the kinds and degrees
of recreation which are most suitable
to ourselves or to others, and then
with all our hearts to utilize the one,
while with all our powers we encour-
age the other. Be it remembered
that by recreation I mean only that
which with the least expenditure of
time renders the exhausted energies
most fitted to resume their work; and
be it also remembered that recreation
is necessary not only for maintaining
our powers of work so far as these
are dependent on our vitality, but also
for maintaining our happiness so far
as this is dependent on our health.
Remembering these things, I enter-
tain no fear of contradiction when I

conclude that, whether we look to the
community as a whole, or restrict our
view to our own individual selves, we
have no duty to discharge of a more
high and serious kind than this-
rationally to understand and properly
to apply the principles of all that in
the full but only legitinate sense of
the word we call recreation. Again,
therefore, I say if we know these things
happy are we if we do them. And if
we desire to do them-if as rational
and moral creatures we desire to obey
the most solemn injunction that ever
fell fromu.human lips, " Work while it
is day"-we must rememuber that the
daylight of our life may be clouded
by our folly or shortened by our sin;
that the work which we may hope to
do we shall be enailed to do only by
hearkening to that Wisdom who hold-
eth in her right hand length of days,
in her left hand riches and honour;
and that at last, when all to us is dark
with the darkness of an unknown night,
such Wisdom will not have cried to
us in vain, if she has taught us how to
sow most plenteously a harvest of good
things that our children's children are
to reap.

LET US STUDY THE CHILDREN.

DY MRS. R. R. BIRD.

D ID you ever wish, O mother! asyou have read or heard of the
wonderful Kindergarten system which
Froebel, the child-lover, lias inaugur-
ated into the educational world, that
there was a Kindergarten within easy
reach for your own little ones?

You need not again wish it; there
is one within easy reach; your own
hand may touch it, your own eyes
behold it. It may spring up right
within the walls of your own home, if,

-if,-you will but consent to be a
child among your children, knowing
them and learning of them, having
the text for your guide and inspira-
tion, ''And a little child shall lead
them."

What a blessing to little humanity
is the system which Froebel has set
forth ! It is an oasis sprirging up in
the hitherto dreary waste ofthe school-
life of children; and as the germs of
vegetable life are sometimes borne
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fromn afar,-now in the plumage of
iigrating birds, now on the crest of an

in-coming wave, and now on the wings
of the flying galcs,-so from that green
spot in the desert have the gerns been
borne into many quarters, sprung up
and yielded abundant fruit, until at
last its influence seens to pernicate
the whole educational world.

Friedrich Frochel may bc terned
the great reformer in the realn of edu-
cation; and,-with ail due reverence
may I say it,-as Chribt, the Great
Reformer, knowing what was in the
hcart of man, began his work of re-
form in the spiritual realm by stoop-
ing to the level of humanity, and there
finding in humanity itself,-in its in-
pulses and asl3irations,-the links of
the chain of Divine love which unites
man with his fcllow-man, and binds
him at the sanie time to God above
him, so Friedrich Froebel, acquaint-
ing himiself with little children, with
the laws of grow th of their little bodies,
hearts, and minds, began his work of
reform in the realm of education by
finding in the irrepressible activities,
the boundless curiosity of children,
and the infinite interest which they
take in everything, the chains which
bind then in love to the truths that lie
around then, and lead theni to thirst
for those that are above and beyond
them. In fact, Froebel but strove to
carry on the work which Christ began
when He took little children in His
arms and blessed them. Christ saw
in a little child what none else had
ever seen. When He said, " Ye must
become as little children," He turned
the key which unlocks ail the trea-
sures of the kingdom of heaven.
Froebel but caught the refrain and
wafted it on, to be caught up and
wafted on again by ail lovers and
teachers of children.

Shall ie not become his disciples,
doing ail we can to further the great
work? His doctrine is not a narrow
one, applicable only to the compara-

tively few who may have access to all
his books and the use of his gifts and
occupations; but its spirit is of broad
application, finding room wherever
there are children to bc trained and
taught. Whercver there arc children
to be trained and taught, and a mother
truc, carnest, loving, sympathizing,
studying the laws of growth of their
little bodies, minds, and hearts, there
may grow a Kindergartcn.

Yes, we mothers may ail have our
Kindergartens if we only will. If not
able to carry out the letter of Frocbel's
teachings, we may, at lcast, catch the
spirit of them and infuse it into the
honie-life of our children. We may
not have access to ail of his vorks,
nor the advantage of his gifts and
occupations, technically so consid-
ered ; yet if ve will consent to be a
child among our childre,-to be with
them upon that blessed "you-and-1"
level, frpm which springs all know-
ledge of then, ail sympathy with them,
and which is the iain-spring of the
influence we may wield over them and
the in"spiration ve may breathe into
them,-we need not lack the appar-
atus for teaching them. It will spring
up ail around us. Whatever attracts
the notice of children, and to which
their attention May be drawn,-their
games, their books, articles of clothing,
furnishings of the table, household
furniture, houselhold pets, and out-of-
doors, aIl natural objects with which
they daily come in* contact,-all may
lend their aid in ministering to their
love for knowledge and in still fur-
ther creating a taste for it. It needs
but the earnest, loving touchi of a
mother's hand,-herself filled with a
power of appreciating wisdom, with
sympathy for the children, and with a
knowledge of their little needs and
capacities,-to make even the com-
monest things within their grasp gleam
and glisten with golden grains of know-
ledge.

But did you know,-O mothers
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who pride yourselves upon your well-
kept houses 1-that where the pre-
scribed laws of perfect housekecping
exist there will not live a Kindergar-
ten ? Beware of fettering the limbs of
your little ones by weaving around
then too early the rine threads of
which your well-constructed house-
keeping-wcb, with its lines and angles
of geometrical accuracy, is composed.
Your children will soon sec that their
life-blood of freedomi is surely to be
drawn out from them, vill fly and buzz
around a little vhile and then wisely
seek more attractive quarters.

A Kindergarten may spring up and
flourish in a perfectly-kept home, but
not in a perfectly-kept house. There
must be a compromise between house-
keeping and homekeeping. If there
be a strife for the mastery, let the for-
mer yield the point to the latter. Per-
fect housekeeping is the swallowing-
up of individual comfort, individual
freedom, individual action, into one
groove laid out by the whim and wishes
of one whose word must be law; while
homekeeping looks after the confort,
freedom, habits, and wishes of each in-
dividual menber of the household by
the introduction of ·those charming
little irregularities which give some
homes such an attractive, free-and-
easy atmosphere.

In the intricate machinery of a well-
kept home, the wonderfully flexible
hands stoop gladly to the happy,
noisy children; reach up in loving
tenderness to the feeble grandfather;
embrace indulgently the rough, rol-

licking school-boy; yield consider-
ately to the all-too-busy, carc-worn
father; relax mercifu!ly for " theman-
servant and maid-servant;" md stretch
out hospitably to the "stranger within
the gates." And this by a beautiful
spirit of compromise,-of cach bend-
ing to the other, and by all working
together in quiet consideration of one
whose heart,-cver-cheery, ever-lov-
ing, ever-lenien t, cver-sympathizing,
ever-merciful, evcr-generous. is the
motor which moves and controls the
whole.

In the sunshine of such a home will
our own children like to bask, and to
it will others wend their little foot-
steps to rind that freedoi which is
their light and life, as surely as the
leaves of window-plants all turn them-
selves toward the sun to drink in their
light and life.

Let us then be sure to prepare such
a home-soil that we may have a Kin-
dergarten. Our own childrcu may
form the nucleus, and around it vill
cluster all the little playmates, who
will find thenselves gravitating,-
some at one time, sone at another,
now here, now there,-toward our
happy little centre; and while we
shed the atmosphere of our influence
and the dews of our teachings upon
our own little ones, all the other fol-
lowers will unconsciously breathe in
the atmosphere and drink in the dews.

And thus having our Kindergarten,
we ask: What shall we do? wþtere
shall we begin ? Let us study /e chil-
dren. "A little child shall lead them."

-The Primary Teacher.
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STRAY NOTES ON EDUCATION.

1Y "' '1.ANCA II .,"' IIAMI[.TON.

JT is a gcnerally concedcd maxim
that " Knowledge is Power,"-not

that dormant knowledge which, like
the wealth of the muiser, or the buried
talent of the faitlhless steward, lies use-
lessly hidden from the light; but that
active, vigorous knowledge which, by
due circulation, benefits the gencral
comnimunity without at all depreciating
its own value. Nor is it the false
knowledge of the scientist, who, car-
ried away by his own conceit, seeks to
ignore the agency of a Supreme Being
in the system of creation, and to blast
iman 's hopes of future happiness by
placing his origin and destiny on a
par with the brutes of the fieli; but
the sublime knowledge of the Chris-
tian that exhibiis the imprint of the
Alrnighty hand in every phase of na-
ture, and teaches nankind that the
reward of a well-spent life is an eter-
nity of bliss in the home of the Sov-
ereign.Good.

In some of the callings of life the
acquisition of knowledge is an actual
neceesity, in others it is an invaluable
assistant, and, in every instance, the
truth of its power-possessing proper-
ties can be fully proved. Numbers of
young people daily deceive themselves
with the idea that as their intended
occupations are not among what the
world calls "the learned professions,"
there is no occasion for their becoming
scholars. This is a great mistake,
for, influenced by this opinion, hîun-
dreds have risked their prospects in a
state of ignorance that dwarfed their
usefulness into that of mere machines,
or confined their occupations to the
drudgery of "hewers of wood and

drawers of water." H{ad thcy pos-
sessed tlcmselves of that learning
they formerly trcatcd so lightly, with
ivhat a wcalth of discovery and im-
provcnent they might have enricheid
their respective occupations, as well as
have added natcrially to thcir worldly
condition? It is to be hoped that
the time is not far distant hen the
value of a good education will be pro-
portionately appreciated by the postu-
lant for the plough of the farmer, the
anvil of the snith, and the professor's
chair.

GRAEMMAR AND LITERATURE.

The truc philosophy of language
may be summcd up in thrce words:
correctness, powcr, and bcauty. Cor-
rectness of expression can be acquired,
not by a mere menorizing of grani-
matical definitions and principles, but
by a just perception of their utility,
with a power to grasp their force and
application. It is not enough, for in-
stance, to know that a verb is a word
that expresses "existence, condition
or action," one must also have a defi-
nite idea of the office of the verb,
othervise there would be a likelihood
of classifying as verbs only such words
as natirally express the functions con-
tained in the defnition. In the sen-
tence " Dost i/zou nie?" the word thou,
in its nature a pronoun, is invested
with the properties of the verb-ex-
emplyfying the fact that almost any
word in English can be verbalised.
This will go far to prove that, in the
study of grarmmar as well as of any-
thing else, it is the spirit of the princi-
ple and not a formal comprehension
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of its words that carries truc knm.v.
ledge. Educational circles are filcd
with scelmeiîes of analysis and treatises
on " How to Parse," exhibiting skil-
ful mechanism, it is truc, but telling
little or nothing of their utility or
profit. 'The /ww is duly considcrcd,
but the why is neglectcd, and so it is
lcft to the tcachcr's gcncrosity or to the
student's own intelligence to develop
the idea that parsing ùaches that
words, like the trees of a forest, have
their relations and distinctions, thcir
respective uscs and propcrtics, and
that analysis furnishes the grammarian
with a knowledge of the framework of
human thought cxprcssed, as valuable
as that possessed by the skilled sur-
geon in regard to the huinan body.
Good sense niust go hand in hand
with correct formation. The question
" Is it reasonable ?" should even have
preference of " Is it grammatical ?"-
for it is unnecessary to prove that a
sentence may be strictly grammatical
but be vofully illogical.

Decorations, chaste or ornate, are
as allowable in language as in painting,
in architecture, or in any other human
art. Rhetoric, with its figures, beau-
tiful, captivating and inspiring. is the
color-fount of language, supplying the
material for a word picture as attrac-
tive as the fairest gem of the studio.
The prose writer's lufty conceptions,
the poet's sparkling creations, the
thrilling periods of the orator, and the
philosopher's bold syllogisms, are
alike beautifled by a descriminate use
of the flowers of rhetoric. Grammar
may teach propriety of expression and
Logic reason, but Rhetoric alone has
the power to rouse the feelings and
awaken the sense of .the beautiful.
Logic may say in a commonplace
manner: "They moved with the ut-
most speed, -- d their strength was
exceedingly gre-.t ;" but how vivid and
striking the st :ment becomes when
Rhetoric speacb: " They vere swifter
than eagles, they were stronger than

lions." A remarkable sentinîf,ît once
unercd hy Naplcmni 1. fnrcily illus-
trates the povcr and cauty of riet-
Oric: "Tlic life of a happy mari is a
silver ground studded with stars ofjct;
tlc life of a miserable man is a dark
ground with a few stars of silver."

MATIUtIATICS.

Tii Grecks called mathcmatics
"learning " Par y4cxe/cncc; and if we
consider the profundty and precision
with wlich it invests the successful
student wc must acknowledgc that
there i:s a strong geri of truth in the
statement. Arithnctir, as the mnst
generally useful of the mathematical
branche,, mîlerits tic most attention.
'lhe nultiplicity of rulcs with wliich
oldi mathematicians filicd their text
books, clogged rather than freed the
road to arithmetical knowledge, as
tending to make the operation mercly
mechanical, and to exercisc the stu-
dent's memory rather than his percep-
tion. The comparatively recent intro-
duction of thei " Unitary System," as
possessing th,: power of centralizing
all arithmetical principles, has reccived
considerable ipproval. And very pro-
perly so, for when the student lias.
been once trained to the exercise of
original ideas lie will derive more real
proft from his work tl.n from the
study of the aggravating formulas and
crotclhcts of the older systems. AI.
gebra extending the principles ofArith-
metic and quickening the thinking
powers is an invaluable -ssistant by
which to reac the higher iranches of
mathematics; while Euchd, with its
invaluable demonstrations, stands out
as the cou.imon friend of reason and
quantity.

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.

History affording recreation and in-
struction is a highly important study.
Its great events make it interesting;
the moral lessons derived from an
analysis of these events make it in-
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structive. The latter consideration is
the true philosophy of history, and it
should receive the greater share of at-
tention. The history of Charles I. and
the " Great Rebellion " is replete with
striking events. But does it concern
us as much to know the dates of its
beginning and end, or what particular
battle was won or lost, as to know that
the high-handed measures of the mon·
arch and the criminal ambition of the
subject demoralized English manners,
wasted the fairest of English lands,
and hurried to untimely graves the
noblest of England's sons? In this
particular instance we have a fine
example of the fatal results that may
follow when the rights of the people or
the prerogative of the monarch are
pushed to extremeties; and how
grossly that noble sentiment, patriot-
ism, can be abused when advocated
by selfish and designing men. For,
if the execution of Charles I. .vas not
a sufficient atonement for his political
sins, surely the statesmanship and
military genius of Oliver Cromwell
will not shield from odium the
merciless, iron-handed Commoner,
who hounded to death his misguided
but not ill-natured king, and who, in
the midst of his treacherous massa-
cres, sang hymns and psalms to the
Giver of life and death.

Geography and History are closely
connected. History may be said to
describe the operations of a nation's
mind; Geography, its form and fea-
tures. As we may be interested in

the story of a nation's adventures, as
set forth in its history, so we may be
equally interested in considering the
attractions with which nature has en-
dowed it, as well as be benefited by a
knowledge of its material worth. Geo-
graphy tells us of the noble river, weak
in its origin, like the life of man, but
increasing in power and magnitude as
it approaches its eternity the ocean ;
of the lofty mountain lifting its head in
majesty towards the heavens, as if in-
dicating the true aim of human effort;
of the mighty ocean, itself the emblem
of infmnity; of the mines of the earth,
stored with wealth and comfort-giving
material; of the fertile fields and
forests, teeming with the requisites for
human sustenance and convenience;
and of the multitude of objects in
general that serve to excite the grand
and exalted sentiments of the mind of
the more prosaic considerations of
business and commerce.

The true object of knowledge, then,
is the development of man's best facul-
ties-to make him a useful, intelli-
gent and virtuous member of societY.
" There is no royal road to learning"
is an old and true saying; nor can, it
be purchased, except in so far as ln-

dastry and perseverance can be Con-
sidered articles of exchange. Know-
ledge is neither seclusive nor limited,
but, like the solar orb itself, it shines
for all, shedding its golden light equallY
for the benefit of the "hardy sonso
toil" as for the more favoured offspring
of wealth and title.
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EXAMINATION FRAUDS IN ENGLAND.

W HAT is known as the "Goffin
Case" has excited a great

amount of interest in the scholastic
profession in England during the last
few months. "Payment by Results"
flourishes there with all the luxuriance
of a noxious weed, and amongst the
various means adopted to carry it out
are examinations held annually in
May under the auspices of the Science
and Art Department of South Ken-
-sington. These embrace some twen-
ty-four subjects in Mathematics and
in Physical Science. Men of eminence
are selected as examiners. Professors
Huxley and Michael Foster, for in-
stance, were the examiners in Physi-
ology and Biology at the late examina-
tion, and Norman Lockyer in Physi-
ography. Professors Goodeve and
Twisden examined in Mechanics,
Professors Roscoe and Frankland in
Chemistry, and Professbr Guthrie in
Magnetism, Electricity, Sound, Light,
and Heat.

Examination papers are sent under
seal from the Science and Art Depart-
ment to the various bodies responsible
for the management of Science Classes
throughout the country. Pupils may
select certain groups to be examined
upon, and all answers are forwarded
for examination to South Kensington.
The report of the examiners decides
what amount of money goes to each
school as the result of the examina-
tion,-a certain sun being allowed for
every scholar who satisfies the exami-
ners. Of course this system is a direct
appeal to the cupidity of school man-
agers who have charge of science and
art classes, and this induces then to
place a premium upon those teachers

who are the most successful crammers.
Mr. Goffin, Head Master of th·
United Westminster Schools, has had
wonderful success in passing students
at these examinations; indeed, the
skill he claims for work of this kind far
surpasses that of any teacher we have
yet heard of, with but one exception.
It has been no uncommon thing for
him to pass pupils of twejve years of
age and under in subjects which are
difficult enough for an ordinary ma-
triculation examination, and we find
from a statement of his own that he
actually sent a boy of twelve years of
age to be examined in twelve out of
the twenty-four subjects. In one year
his scholars won a studentship, two
elementary school scholarships, a gold
medal, a silver medal, and a bronze
medal. Is it any wonder that they
presented him with a testimonial
valued at forty pounds ? It was worth
Mr. Goffin's while to be successful,
for his employers paid him six hun-
dred pounds a year, and he earned
from the Science and Art Department
above four hundred pounds in addi-
tion. Five thousand dollars a year
was the comfortable sum his efforts in
preparing students of all ages to pass
successfully the ordeal of the Science
and Art examinations yielded him.
At last his remarkable success aroused
the suspicions of the authorities at
South Kensington, and more than a
year ago, owing to information con-
veyed in some mysterious way, three
officials, with Colonel Donnelly at
their head, were appointed to investi-
gate his case. Their report led to the
cancelling of the examinations of the
pupils who were examined from Mr.
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Goffin's school in the May of last year.
This was not all,-he himîself was for
ever disqualified from teaching, or
earning payments under the Science
and Art Department. Whatever the
charges ivere that were made against
Mr. Gonin, he met them with an un-
qualified denial, and in his protest to
Lord George Hamilton, the head of
the Education Department, he says:
"I declare in the most solemn man-
ner, without the least hesitation,
equivocation, or mental reservation of
any kind, that I never had in my life
any such information as I am charged
with, and I challenge any of your
officials to produce the least particle of
direct evidence in support of the
charge." le -at the same time ac-
cuses Colonel Donnelly of serious mis-
conduct in the investigation of his
case, such as calling one boy who did
not give him such an answer as he
wished to be given an "incorrigible
liar," another "an infernal young
scamp," and the class as a whole was
characterized as " a set of wretched,
miserable boys, who are systematically
taught to lie." The Colonel did not
deny using such language, but justified
it by the nature of the evidence elicit-
ed. Mr. Goffin's Board took the
matter up and instituted a searching
inquiry of their own, the result of
which was that they held the ac-
cused altogether blameless and deter-
mined to retain him in his position.

The Scoolmnaster, the organ of the
elenentary teachers in England, took
the matter up next and urged a com-
bined effort on the part of the teachers
of the country to have a fair and open
trial for Goflin before a select com-
mittee of the House of Commons.
The case came before the teachers at
their Conference held at Nottingham
in Easter Week of this year, and the
resolutions then agreed upon tended in
the sanie direction as the suggestions
of the Sehoo/maste-. Very strong
feelings of sympathy were felt and

expressed for Mr. Goffin ou account of
his having been condemned without
an opportunity of defending himself.
The Conference, however, was very
careful not to commit itself to any
expression of opinion as to his guilt or
innocence, though lie protested the
latter earnestly before them. A " Gof-
fin Defence Fund " was started, and
contributions floved in fron various
local Associations throughout the
country. The members of these Asso-
ciations also exerted their influence
with the local members to have the
case properly put before the House of
Commons. During all this time the
general body of teachers were kept in
almost total ignorance of the specifie
charges made against Mr. Goffin, and
of the evidence the South Kensington
authorities possessed to substantiate
them. We have, therefore, to rely
upon what lie himself tells us previous
to the report of the Select Committee.
As early as 1865 he says lie was ac-
cused of having the sane set of ques-
tions in Clemistry as those used at the
examination ; this he denies, but ad-
mits that he had the same questions,.
though not the sameset. " In 1865,"
he writes, " the students had ten ques-
tions to answer out of twenty-four, and
of these twenty-four they found no less
than ten of their old friends of former
years, two or three in a very slightly
modified garb, but most of theni identi-
cal even in words. . . . The ques-
tions themselves are to be found in Buck-
master's 'Elements of Chemistry,'
second edition, 1863. This book was
read by the class, and the questions
found at the end were answered, a
few at a time, in my weekly examina-
tions, and hence had not only been
seen, but answer-ed, by the students."
An important witness against him. was
a Constable Ledger, a former pupil
teacher, and Assistant Master under
him, who testified to Colonel Donnelly
that "immediately before every suc-

t ceeding examination the class was in-
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structed in questions which were after-
wards found in the examination pa-
per."I "This," Mr. Goffin says, "is
more or less true, certain kinds of
questions, which always recur, were
very probably touched upon during
the last two or three lessons. What
teacher does not give a lesson imme-
diately before an examination? Do
not students in training read up to the
last minute? Do not University men
rind up to the moment of entering an

examination room ? It iiay or may
not be true, that another pupil showed
M. N. (the Constable in question) an
examination paper which I may have
left in a book on the mantelpiece. It
was certainly one of previous years, if
at ail. I usually lad a number in my
desk." This man Ledger had done
Mr. Goffin's family the greatest injury
a man could be guilty of,-he had
ruined his sister, and because the
injured man treated such villainy as it
deserved and dismissed the scoundrel
from the school, he expressed a deter-
mination in the hearing of numerous
persons "to have his knife in him,"
and, Mr. Goffin says, adopted this
effective way of doing it. His evi-
dence is of little value, therefore, be-
yond showing how base human nature
may become. With such facts as
these before them it is not to be won-
dered at that the teachers of England,
who seem inspired with a strong esprit
de corps worthy of emulation amongst
ourselves, were roused to the highest
state of indignation at the arbitrary
treatment of one of their number by
what they regarded as a secret tribu-
nal, from whose decision there seemed
to be no appeal. Their united efforts
were not without success. Sir Sidney
Waterlow, who had been Goffin's
staunch friend throughout, procured
the appointment of a Select Com-
mittee of the House of Commons,
with Mr. Lowe as chairman and him-
self and Lord George Hamilton as
two of the members. Mr. Pell, one of

the Agricultural Commissione:s at
present travelling in Canada, was also
one of the number. Its duty was to
investigate the truth of the charges
made against Mr. Goffin. The pro-
ceedings are reported in a blue-book
of nearly 2co pages. Mr. Heller, the
able and indefatigaU le secretary of the
National Union of L,'-mentary Teach-
ers, who had rendered invaluable aid
tu Mr. Goffin during the investigation
before the Committee, prepared an
abstract of the evidence for the use of
the Executive Commrnittee of the Union.
From this we gather that Col. Don-
nelly was induced to institute ar. inves-
tigation by a " Pî per " landed to him
while the examinations were in pro-
gress by a brother of one of Mr. Gof-
fin's Assistant Masters. He had receiv-
ed it from another assistant, who had
got it from a boy in Mr. Goffin's class
whose naine he had forgotten. The
Colonel presented an analysis of note
books taken by his officers, and con-
tended that this proved the authen-
ticity of the " Paper," and that Mr.
Goffin had, beyond a doubt, obt tined
previous information of the examina-
tion papers. The inferences he drew
in his analysis were characterized as
"fair " in a memorandum signed by
Professors Roscoe and Frankland.
Several of Mr. Goffin's assistants were
examined, and although they had in
the previous investigation made by
the South Kensington officiais denied
that they had any reason for suspicion
of improper conduct on his part, they
now seriously contradicted their pre-
vious evidence. One man admitted
that while "reading up' he had re-
ceived, three days before the exam-
ination eight or nine questions in each
of the papers, Sound, Light and Heat,
Electricity and Mathematics, bearing
directly on the examination subjects.
In 1878 he had three out of eight
questions touched on in Chemistry.
The remarkable foresight Mr. Gof-
fin displayed in " hitting " questions,
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was a subject of common talk among
masters and boys. Lest any of our
readers should be ignorant of this
expressive term, we may explain that
to "hit" questions is to anticipate
those that appear on an examinatioñ
paper. Another term pertaining to
the art, or shall we say science, of
preparing students successfully to pass
an examination, is the word "tip."
"'ITipping " is the very essence of
cramming. To " tip " questions is to
give only those to your students that
will bear upon what may appear on
the examination paper. Had these
terms been known here when Judge
Patterson investigated the charges of
collusion betveen Mr. Kirkland and
Dr. McLelian, they would have saved
a good deal of circumlocution on the
part of those who proved thenselves
skilful at both "tipping" and "hit-
ting." Another man said that on the
eve of an examination in Mechanics.
he was asked by Mr. Goffin if he was
going to present himself, but replied in
the negative, as lie was not prepared.
"I was therefore invited into Mr.
Goffin's private room, where he very
kindly explained to me, with sketches,
some questions which he thought
vould very likely come up. Under
these circumstances I sat for the ex-
amination, and guess my surprise
when the question-paper was handed
to me and carefully read; I felt quite
at home, and answered my questions
in a very short time, for they were
identical with those that Mr. Goflin
had explained to me about two hours
before."

There was other evidence similar
to this which we need not particu-
larize. Mr. Goffin, in his defence,
gave a complete and emphatic denial
to the charges and tried to weaken
the evidence of Colonel Donnelly's
informant by accusing him of having
offered him a bribe to secure his ap-
pointment under him in the West-
minster Schools. He showed that the

"Paper" that led to the suspension
of his certificate had not been authen-
ticated, and asserted that it was not
supported to any appreciable extent
by the note books of which Colonel
Donnelly had presented an analysis.
He, proved that no single note book
contained more than one or two points
bearing on a question, and that it was
only by piecing out such notes that
testimony was obtained. He showed
that the " Paper ' had not been traced
to any boy in the school, and boldly
asserted that it. bore internal evidence
of being a concoction, containing parts
not found in his lessons; these he
believed had been inserted, with the
exanination questions in their hands,
by those who had been instrumental
in handing the "Paper" to Colonel
Donnelly. He admitted that the nost
damaging evidence against him was a
note book marked "No Name," but,
he remarked, properly enough, until
this had been traced to somebody in
the school, it should not be taken as
evidence against him.

Unfortunately for Mr. Goffln,
through the assiduity of one of the
South Kensington ofh'cials, the writers
of both the " Paper " and the " No
Name " note book were identined, and
only one of his own witnesses had
been examined when they vere brought
forward and proved that the docu-
ments in question were theirs, and
.had been written either from Mr. Gof-
fin's dictation or copied from slips. of
paper he had supplied. The Com-
mittee then decided to hear no further
evidence.

Another serious charge against Mr.
Goffin, which was substantiated by
several witnesses, was the falsification
of registers, by marking those present
who were not in attendance. The
report of the Committee is so short
that we insert it entire.

The Select Committtee appointed to inquire
into and report upon the circurnstances relat-
ing to the suspension of the Certificate of Mr.
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Goflin by the Science and Art Department,
have agreed to the following report

Vour Committee are satisfied frnm evidence
taken on oath, and from documents laid be-
fore them :-

(a.) That Mr. Goffin, the Head Master of
the United Westminster Schools, did disclose
to his pupils in certain Science classes just
previous to the examinations, the answers to
a large number of questions in the Examina-
tion papers.

(b.) That the information which he thus
gave was of such a nature that lie must,
before imparting it to his classes, have known
the contents of the Examination papers.

(c.) That the registers containing the at-
tendance roll of the pupils of Mr. Goffin,
were in certain cases falsified by Mr. Goffin
and his assistants, to obtain payment on
pupils who had not made the necessary num-
ber of attendances.

(d.j That the statenients in the petitions
signed by pupils and teachers on Mr. Goffin's
behalf, and presentcd to the Governors of the
United Westminster Schools, were false, and
were known by some of the signatories to be
so.

Previous to his appointment in 1874, as
Head Master of the United Westminster
Schools, Mr. Goffin was master of St. John's
School, Woking. Your Committee have
taken evidence as to his system of teaching
Science there, and from that evidence it is
clear-

(a.) That a large nuinber of pupils, includ-
ing miere children, vere enabled to pass ex-
aminations in a great number of Science sub-
jects of which they knew scarcely anything,
by being systematically taught by heart, on
the day of, or the day previous to the exani-
nation, answers to the questions set.

(b.) That fraudulent fabrication of the at-
tendance registeis was systematically prac-
tised, in order to obtain payment upon the
pupils who, by another fraud, had been ena-
bled to pass the examination.

The investigations now held have disclosed
the fact that Mr. Goffin has carried on a
course of fraud, in a manner, and to an ex-
tent, which must have greatly lowered the
tone of morality among a large body of
scholars and teachers.

Your Committee record their emphatic
opinion, that fraud, thus reduced toasystei,
and almost elevated to the dignity of an art,
requires the immediate attention of the Edu-
cation Department, with a view to the adop-
tion of such further precautions as will pre-
vent a repetition of these disgraceful practices.

Your Committee further express a:lhope
that the Department will deal as leniently as
their public duty will allow with the teachers
who, in the course of this inquiry, have by
their evidence exposed themselves to the
charge of complicity with sonie of Mr. Gof-
fin's proceedings.

It is speaking soberly to say that
this report fell like a thunderbolt upon
the whole teaching profession of the
mother country.

The press without exception took
the same view as the committee, and
Mr. Goffin was dealt with in severe
terrns.

As a sample of the criticism of the
case, the Edinburgh "Scotsman " re-
marks that the upshot of all the
teachers' " eloquent speeches and in-
dignant letters is that Goffin the cham-
pion is thrown back on their hands as
Goffin the rogue."

Our readers will not fail to have
noticed the strong resemblance be,
tween this case and the onc we have
already referred to which Judge Patter-
son adjudicated upon. The main dif-
ference between them is in the de-
cision arrived at, and who knows
whether this would not have been the
same had Mr. Goffin had the benefit
of a judicial mind accustomed to sift
and weigh evidence to submit his
case to as Messrs. Kirkland and Mc-
Lellan had, instead of a committee of
the House of Commons, even though
it was presided over by a man of so
brilliant an intellect as Mr. Lowe. But
anyone who is inclined to this opinion
must have it greatly weakened when
we add that the Executive Committee
of the National Union of Elementary
Teachers, a body whose functions re-
semble those of the Boardof Directors
of our Provincial Association, and of
which Mr. Goffin himself was a mem-
ber, has after mature deliberation ac-
cepted by a formal resolution the re-
port of Mr. Lowe's Committee as justi-
fied by the evidence.

Though disgrace has thus apparently
been brought upon the whole teaching
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profession by one man's misconduct, recognized means of appeal from suchve have no doubt that the investiga- Star chamber proceedings as thosetion ivill result in the teachers ob. of the Science and Art Department oftaining what they earnestly desire, a South Kensington.

THE LESSON.

A TEACHER sat in a pleasant room,
In the waning light alone;

Her head ias bowed in anxious thought:
With the work and care the day had brought,

She liad faint and weary grown.
And the task which seened light in morning's ray,
As she thought of it now at the close of the day,
When weary with toil and faint with care,
Seemed more than human strength could bear.

Since the scholars had left her, one by one,
Full more than an hour had hown ;

She had given them each a kind good-night,
And while they lingered her'eyes were bzight,

But they dinmed with tears wlen alone.
She had borne the burden the day had brought,
The daily task she liad faithfully wrought,
And now, to solace her weary mind,
A lesson of life she sought to find.

The work and cares of the day she scans,
But no lesson from them receives.

"The day has no lesson for me," she said;
"A lesson, I'lI read, in the Book instead,"

And she opened lier Bible leaves.
When Io! the lesson she had sought in vain,
To draw from lier fagged and weary brain,
At once from the holy page she drew,
Though always the same, yet ever new.

"Establish Thou the work of our hands -"
'Twas this that met lier gaze,

The words went up from her lips like prayer;
And as she read she treasured there

A lesson for many days.
Not alone for her let the lesson be,
May it come as well to you and to me.
Let our prayer be the words of holy writ,"Yea, the work of our hands establish Thou it."
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ARTS DEPARTMENT.

[No-r,.--Vc continue this month the selection from the Annual Examination Papers of the University of
Toronto, for Junior 2Iatriculation; also the sclection fron the July Examination Papers of the Education
Department for First, Second, and Third.Class Teachrs, adding solutions to several of the blathetnatical
papers. ARCItnALo htAoMtuncaty, M.A., bMath. Ed. C. E. MJ

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO EXAM-
INATIONS, 1879.

JUNIOR MATRICULATION.

ALGEBRA.-HONORS.
i. Define a fraction, and prove that

a c ac
à.x

Simplify

I-a i-b I--b -c
I I I I

(- a)b (i - b)a (i - b)c (i - e)b

I I

i-c i-a

1 1
(i - c)a ( - a)c

2. Describemethods of finding the G.C.M.
of two algebraical quantities.

Shew that (a - b) (b - c) (c -a) is the

G.C.M. of (a+b) (a-b)3 + (b+c) (b-c)'
+(c+a) (c-a)' and (a-b) (a+b)*+(b-c)
b+c)'+(c-a) (c+a)2.

Find also the least common multiple of
these two quantities.

3. Find the square root and the fourth
root of

x +x-1-4\/~~1 (xi -- x-i) -6.°

If x4 +2ax'+bx*+2cx+d is a complete
square, prove that

c b-2v'd

a

4. Find the roots of the equation
ax* +x+c=o.

What do the roots become when (i) a=o;

(2) c=o; (3) a=o and b=o 1
Prove that a quadratic eqtation can have

only two roots.

5. Solve the equations

(1) V2x + v= V-.
(2) (x+1)2 - a2} (x+1)2 - b-

= f (x+m)-a × I. X {(x+m)* -b6}.

(3) + 3 + 1 5

X-3 X+15 X+3 X+9
(4) I + 2-

4Y

X2 - ya=-I 121
6. Find the sum of n terms of an arith.

metical series, having given the first tern
and the common difference.

Find the sun of 32 terms of the A. P.
whose 5th term is 20, and whose 21st term

is 15.

7. Define a harmonic series, and shew how
to insert n harmonic means betwcen a and b.

If a, 2b and c be in B. P., then vill
a+c, a, and a -b, be in G. P., and also will
c+a, c, and c-b.

S. Find the nuiber of combinations of n
things taken r at a time, and prove that it is
the same as the number of combinations of n
things taken n - r at a time.

Prove that the number of combinations of
2n things taken n at a time is

2n 1.3.5.... (2n-1)
1.2.3. . .. n

9. Assuming the truth of the Binomial

Theorem when the index is a whole number,
prove it when the index is a positive fraction.

Write down the fifth term of (2' - 2)-l.

Prove that

1 1 1.4 1 1.4.7 I
!+Î2- 1*2 21 3 3.21
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ro. Sun the series

(1) + \/--- -+- -- + .. to infinity.
\/2 3 9 27

(2) 3+6+1i1+20+27+.... ton terms.

SoLUTIoNs To ALGEiRA-HIONORS.

r. ai b' c'.
2. (a+b)(a-b)' + (b+c) (b-c)o +(c+a)

(c-a)l= 2 (a+b+c) (a-b) (b-c) (c-a)
(a-b) (a+b)* + (b-c) (b+c) + (c-a)
(c+a)i = - (a - b) (b - c) (c - a)

.*. G.C. M.= {a -b) (b -c) (c -a).
L. C.M. 2 (a+b+c) (a -b) (b-c) (c --a).

3. X -2v-1-x ; x -x 1'-z.
As.ume x4 +2 ax +bx' +2 ex+d=(x' +

ifnx+n)

Equating co-efficients of like powers of x
a = in, b = m' + 2n, c = nn, d=n; .'

M Il Mn' + 211 - 211

4. B3ook-worl.

5. (I.)x=25-IoV6.

(2) We have

(x+ 1,2 -a
2 _(x+M)

2 -62
(x+m)*- - a

2  (x+ I)2 - b2

Subtracting i from each side and dividing
both sides by (x+/)2 - (x+M) 2 we have

(x+1)
2 

- b2 +(x+,1n) 2 -a 2 =0.

x a2 +b2 -(1- ln)2 -1-In

2

(x+)2 - (x+11n 2 =0 gives x ~ +

(3.) x= -i.

(4.) .

6. 525.

7. If a, 26, c be in H. P., 2b 2 ac
a+c

ac
a + c

or, ab+ bc= ac,
i.e., a2 ,= (a + c) (a - b)
or, c2 = (c + a) (c - b).

ucational .Mfonthly.

S2 (1--5. 2nP -1) (2. 4.6 ... 2n)

(z.3•5...2n - ) Ln=221.

&c.
n(n + 1)(n+2)(n+3) 23) (n+4).4

14
Put n=ý, and the second part of question

follows.

a v\2 3
1 - r %' 2 2 + 3 V 2

j+-
3

S'=(12+2)+(22 ; 2)+(32+2)+...+(n12+2)

n(n + 1) (2n1+1)
. 6 -+211

PROBLEMS.

i. Ap, BE are drawn at right angles to
the opposite sides of the triangle ABC.
Shew that the triangle CE/D is siniilar to
the triangle CBA.

2. Produce a line so that twice the rect-
angle contained by the whole line and the
part produced shall equal the square on half
the given line.

3. ABCDEF is a hexagon inscrilied in a
circle such that AB=BC, CD= DE, and
E F=A. Shew that AD, BE, and CF
pass through a point and are at right angles
to BI,, PD, and DB respectively.

IV. In any triangle inscribe a triangle
similar to a given triangle.

V. Four straight lines forn four triangles:
the centres of the four circumscribed circles
lie on a circle which also passes through the
common point of the circumscribed circles.

VI. An A.P,, a G.P., and an U.P. have
each the sane first and last ternis, and the
saine number of terms (n), and the rth ternis
are arbr,cr; prove that

a r+ : b r+î=',,, :=c .

VII. There are p suits of cards, each suit
consisting of q cards numbered from i to q;
prove that the number of sets of cards num-
bered fron i to q which can be made fron
all the suits isp«.
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VIII. Ifp be ncarly cqual to g,
(ns+ z) p + (n - 1)>g
(n -> r) + (n +. g is a close approximation

p~i

to ); and if differ fron i only in

the (r+ 1)14 dccinial place, this approxina-
tion will bc correct to 2r places.

IX. Having givcn
i b i b

: - = -- ay- -=
y: x Zx y

i b
yx -- a: - -

prove that if x, y, z bc ail uncqual, ab= ,
and cach member of these cquations=o.

10x - by ay, - b: a: - bx
so f- proveZ x y

that x=y=z.

I . Prove that

3n=r+n2 + -2-3 2-2

n (n-1) (n-2) (nt-3) (nl-4)
+ 2 3'454+etc.

12. If A, B, C are the angles of a triangle,
then sin (A-B) sin C+sin (B-C) sin A +
sin (C-A) sin B=o.

a-b b-c
13- If sin l= sin n= b + c, sin n=

c-a

e + a, prove that sec" i + sec* m+sece i=

2 Sec Pscc mf'sec i + I.

14. A started fron Ottawa at 9 A.M., to
walk to Chelsea. After lie had walked I/6
mires, B started and overtook A half-way
there. A then increased his pace one-fifth
and B decreased his one-ninth, and they
reached Chelsea together at 11:28V A.M.
Find the distance to Chelsea.

15. O is the point in AO perpendicular to
the straight line ABC, from which BC aft-
pears the longest; prove that

n - BCtan COB=. ...
2A0

XVI. An object is observed at three points
A, B, C, lying in a horizontal straight line
which passes directly underneath the object;

30

the angles of clevation at A, B, Carc fi, 2n/,

3m, and AR - a, BC=b; provc thit the
heiglit of the object is

a ______

2b V-a+b)(3b-a)

SoLUTIoNs TO PRODLEMS.

VI. Lct a, r, be the first and last ternms
rcspcctively, then

c - a c-
,)- n- Ia

ac (n - 1)
Sc(n-z)+(r-z) (a-c)'

Rcquired to show
>- r-- I

c -a e
a+r-

nl- r a

c -~ ac(n -Ir).
a( n c(n - z)+(n-r-1) (a-c)

or a(n-i)+r(c-a) e -r

r ac(n- 1)
a a(n - i)+r(c - a)

or ac=ac.

VII. First take 2 cards in each suit, and
suppose the cards arranged thus, 1 2 (1).
then i in (i) may be 1 2 (2).
taken with 2 in (1), (2) I 2 (3).
.. . (p), thus givingp sets. Now
take i in (2) and so on for each
of the others; thus on the whole I 2 (j).
there are p 2 sets. Then take 3 cards in each
suit; now the P 3's may be arranged with
the p2 sets in the same manner as before,
giving f2 sets, and so on. q cards and p sets
taken as in question will give pq sets.

VIII. Let "1=1+x where

small,è

.I. = +nx nearly.
q

q

x is

also :- i=nx+ x2 nearly.
q 12
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12 /

2('I

n+ri+ (n - )+ q

-Icnce " - +x t--.- -1=/
% q n+iq+n -Jp

Second part follows at once, .' x .-
Io'

and tst tcrn neglected is - -I x*.
12

IX. From first identity
i b

( --+a) ( y-x)=o . x.y, are

unequal.
I b

:---- +a=O (1)
xy: xy

I b
similarly x--- -+a=o (2)xy:, y:

z b
"y-----+a=o

xy: exv

From (1) and (2) b=xy:,

..a - - -

(3)

Substituting which values each member of
these =us .o.

io. Each of given fractions
_a(x+ y+z) -b(x+v+:)

x+y+ z
.. ax -by =a -b:=a:-6x=a:-b:=ax -bx

=ay - by, whence x= y= Z.

I1. (2 + I)" - (2 - î)nI = 2(11.2" - 1

n(n - 1) (n - 2)
-+ -- . 2n3+ .. .)13

.. 3n =- 1 Y +n i. 2n, +------ -2 - + .

12. Since sin C .= sin (w - .+P)
=sin (A +B).

given expression becomes

sin A-BsinA+B+...+...
or sin* A -sin* B+sin* B-sin* C+sin2 C
-sin' A=o.

a+b
13. Ne have sec 1= - , etc. r-etc.

Proposed identity follows immediately.

14. Let x-distance from O. to C.
y =A's rate pcr hour.

= B's rate pcr hour.
x x
2 2 99

y GY 40
5

27
10

x' y

-y -

5 9

27
20

27 27
20 20Y

y :

20

9 mIs. dist. [rom O. to C.

15. The pt. O where circle passing througli
B, C, touches .O is pt. where BC subtends
the greatest angle, i.e. where BC appears
longest.

tan COB=tan ( AOC- A0OB)
tan A OC-tan 40

~+tanAOC.tan AOR•
AC-AB

A0
~ 02'+AC. AB

BC
~ 240

••AO2=AC. AB.

16. Let Pbe the object, PD its height=x
suppose.

Let CD=z.
x

tan m= (i)

x
tan 2M l- (2)

x
tan 3m = - (3)

.·. x=(a+b+:) tan m (4)
2 tan m

=F+: - (5)I tan- n

3 tan i - tanI m
= 1-3tan

2 m (6)
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E-luating values nf tan2 m wc find
2- <tÔ 212

S2b -

lrom right.anglct triangle B/'D,
as - (b +:»)2 -=x2,

ENGLISIU.

(Candidates in Arts will omit questions 1,
2, 14 and r5. Candidates in Law will omit

3, 4, 5, 14 and î5. Candidatcs in Medicine
will omit 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.)

Write a composition, not excccding 50

lincs in length, upon any one of the follow-
ing subjectst

(a) "The Zulu War."
(b) "Ail the world's a stage, and ail the

men and womcn mercly actors."
(c) "'Tis only noble to be good."
(d) "I The water system of Canada."
i. Brief sketches of the life and writings

of Sir Francis Bacon, Beaumont, Fletcher,
Lyly, Ben Jonson, Burton.

2. Point out clearly the distinctive traits of
the literature of the Elizabethan period,
shewing how it was affected by the domestic
and foreign relations of England.

3. Give a short history of Milton, naming
his chief prose and poctical works.

4. Brief notes on: Ascalon, Oreb, Titan,
Delphian Cliff, Dodona, Aspramont, Lem-
nos, Taurus, Alcairo, Panim, Sovran, Echa-
lia, Acheron.

5.
"Let such bethink them. if the sleepy drench,

of that forgetfut lake benumb not still,
That in our proper motion we ascend
U$ to our native rest descent and fail
To. us is adverse. Who but felit of late,
When the fierce foe hung on our broken rcar
Insultùeg, and pursued us through the deep,
With what compulsion aud laborous fliglt

Vc sunk thus low ?"
(a) Rewrite in prose.
(b) Parse italicized words.
tc) Analyse the passage.
6. Trace briefly the formation of the Eng-

lish language from the Anglo-Saxon, shew-
ing the causes which brought about the
.change.
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7. Write a brief paper upon the English
possessive case; its origin, form, etc.

S. Classify pronouns in English, and name
the class (or classes) to which the following
belong: inite, cithcr, whai, nonc.

9. Distinguish clcarly betwccn poctry and
prose; and cxplain the nature of the follow-
ing metres: iambic hexameter, dactylic,
trimctcr.

zo. Namc two English words from cach of
the following languages: Grcek, Dutch,
Chinesc, Arabic, French, Italian, Persian.

i i. Write brief notes upon : hybrids, Cel.
tic language, permutation of letters, accent,
orthoepy, patronymics, augmentatives.

12. Brief notes upon the grammatical and
ctymological pecularities of: was, many a,
a hunting, thithur, till, to wit, mysel, twch;e,
doub/c, fur/tcr, spinsier, nione.

13. Parse italicized words in the following:
This bieing mine.
Ah ne ! I have lost what you yourscfgave

nie.

14.
" Vice is a monster of such frightful mien,

That to be hated. uiceds but to be scen:
But scen too oft, familiar with its face,
WC fir.t endure, tien pity, thcn embracc."
Analyse fully.

15. " English Granmar is more regular
and less complex than the gramniar of most
languages." Criticise, explain, and illustrate.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT,
ONTARIO.

7uly Examination-ts, 1879.

FIRST-CLASS TEACILERS.

ENGLISI GRAMMAR AND ETY-
MOLOGY.

r. " King Richard-
lie is our cousin, cousin ; but •tis doubt,
When time shall call him home from banishment,
Whether our kinsmau come to sec his friends.
Ourself. and Bushy. Bagot here, and Green.
Observ'd his cnurtship to the common people: s
How he did seem to dive into their hearts
With humble and familiar courtesy :
What reverence he did throw away on slaves;
Wooing poor craftsmen with the craft of smiles,
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And patient îsnderbcaing ff hi% fortuac, in
A% twcre ti 1anish their aefccts with him.
OIT goe hitt boinnet I an ny'terwench:
A brace of draymcn t'id <;nd srpeet him well,
And had the tribute of hit supple kncc.
Withi-*Thattizk, fny t-.unttrymerict, nry ist

friends.' i5
A% were tu'r Englan.1 in reveràiun hi,
Andi he otir sutljccts' ncxt degrco in hrnpe.

Grrr-
Wcll. he is gone: ani with him gn theze th'oughts.
N#'w (tir the reblttl whichi %tanalI §--I in Irelanid.-
Fpcdient mans'ge mui't l'a marle. my licge, 20
Erc fartther lci'urc yiclid them firther ncans.
For their advantage, and your hiighncss' lior.

Vc will nurslf in person to this war:
Antid. far muir r.ffcrg -with t..n grct a court.
And lilberal largess.-are grown somewhat light, 25
We arc eniforc'l to farm our r..yal realmn;
The revcnue wherc.f %.hall funisih ii
For our affairs in hand. If that comne .hort,
Our sulstitutcs at home ,hall have Ilantk charters:
Whereto, whei they s6hall know what nen arc

nch, 10
Thcy sialIl Çtbscribe them for large simsç of gold,
And send them aftcr t-o stipply oiur want:
For wc will muake for Ircland presently."

-Shakesfrare; ing Richard 11

(a) Explain the meaning of " whethcr...
friends;" " what revercnce..sfaves;" Ipatient
underbearing...with him ;" "as were our Eng-
land...in hope;" "cxpedient managc;" "(arm
... rcalm."

(b) Give the dcrivation of " banishment,"
"couirtship," "liege," "realm," "blank',"

" person," " supple."
(c) Comment briefly on the following:-

" ourself" (1. 4); " for" (1. 24) ; " make"

(1.33); " presently" (1. 33) ; the pronouns
in Il. 30 and 31.

(ad) Point out and explain any figures of
speech that occur in the cxtract.

(c Parse "here" (0. 4), "go " (L. IS),
"'yield " (1. 21), " underbearing " (I. zo).

(f) Scan Il. 7, 10, 25, noticing any pecu.
liarities Uf mette.

(g) What archaisms are in the extract ?

2. Parse the italicized words in the follow-
ing :

"The enemy were nine hundred strong."
"Some of the characters -were joundf lau/t

with."
"The soldier did not care a bit for the

honour."
" None of these rogues and cowards, but

Ajax is their fool."
"Jesters do oft prove prophets."
" I am a fool to weep at wu'hat I am glad o."

catioial M~ozzt/uly.

3• Analysc
"It appcareth in nothing more, that alhe-

i ; rather in the lip than in the lcrt or
Man, than by this, that athcists will ever be
talki:,g of that their opininn, as if thcy faintedi
in it themsclves, and would Ie glai to be
strcngthcncd by the consent of others ; nay,
more, you shall have athicsts strive to gct
disciples, as It fareth with other sects ; and,
which is most of al, you shall have thcm
that will suffer for athcism, and not recant r
vhcreas, if thcy did truly think that there

were no such thing as God, why should they
trouble thcmsclves?"

4. Explain, with examples, the various
uses of the Subjunctive Mond, in English.

5. Distinguish te functions of the preposi.
tion and the conjunction. Classify conjunc-
tions, antd give an example of each class.

6. IDistinguish the uses of as and so in these
sentences:

Strong as lie now appears, lie is not really
so.

" So I wcre out of prison and kept shccp,
I should be as merry as the day is long."
IIe was not so succcssful as a statesman as.

lie was as a soldier.
As for me, I will have nothing to do with it.

7. Correct or justify the following:
(a) A verb must agrcc with its nominative

in number and person.
(b) " Gedaliah, who, with his brethren and

son, were twclve."
(c) That is the man who wc suspect is the

culprit.
(d) I will give it to whomsoever needs it.
(c) Much depends on a pupil composing

frequently.
(f) In no case are writers so apt to crr as

in the position of the word only.

8. Write a list of French words which have
become nattralized in English, and indicate
their pronunciation as nearly as you can.

gr. Give the derivation of anodyne, hermit,
assassin, halcyon, stoic, solecism, viscount,
cardinal, sycophant, spinster.

Io. Distinguish revenge and vengeance,
genius and talent, safety and security, im-
agination and fancy, anger and indignation.
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1t. Write a concise account nf the place
of the Angli-Saxun clement in the English
language.

PHYSICS.
N.B.-One hrundrad and' ifty m;arks Io

Coint a /nIItaper.
r. Explain what is ncant by "Tenpera.-

turc nf a body," "Quîantity of heat,"
"Quality of heat,"

2. Describe the process of graduating a
mcrcury thcrmometr, and explain why a
mercury and an air thermometer that agrce
nt oand at soo', will lot cxactly agrce at
Cither 50' or 250. What corrections is it
necessary to apply to the readings of a mer-
cury thernionieter in order to get the truc
temperaturc ?

If the co-efficicnt of absolute expansion of
mercury be .oooi8, and the co-efficient of
linear cxpansion of glass bc .oooooS9, find
the co-cfuicient of apparent expansion of mer-
cury in a thermometer.

3. What is meant by the co.efcicnt of ex-
pansion of a gas? The co-efficients of ex-
pansion of all gases arc nearly the same.
How may this be accounted for ? Give ex-
amples of divergence from the gencral rule,
and account for the divergence.

4. What is meant by "latent heat ?" De-
scribe a method of determining the latent
heat of vaporization of alcohol. How is
latent heat explained in the dynamical theory
ofheat?

5. Hlow can it be shown that radiant lieat
passes through dry air and some other sub-
tances without sensibly raising their tem-
perature ? In the sun's rays are both heat
rays and light rays. Iow can the latter be
completely intercepted while the former are
allowed to pass ?

6. ''Why do the rays of the sun, after
passing through a hole of any shape, triangu-
lar for instance, or even a mere straight slit,
if intercepted at a certain distance, always
formn a circle?"

7. State the laws of reflection of light.
Describe the kaleidoscope and explain its
action.

Two candles are p.laced in front of a cnn-
cave spiierical mirror nf one fom radius, one
candic bcing at r di..Iancc of ive inches from
the mirror, thc ..thcr at a distance of seven
inches from it. What distance apart will
the images of the candies appear to an eye
situatcd cractly in the axis of the mirror ?

S. State the laws of the refraction of light.
Explain why it is that a double c.ncave :-.-
lens, plunged into water, prnduces an Image
like that produced in air by a double convex
wactr-lens. (Illustrate your cxplanation by
a diagram.)

9. Looking vcrtically downwards into
•••-ter, it seems shallower than it really is;
why is this ?

A short-sighted person who is not capable
of seeing anything distinctly beyond rive
inches, is able to sec distinctly a small object
distant 5'4 inches, through a pane of glass
whose refractive index is : find the thick-
ness of the glass.

Io. What is -tcant by the polarization of
light, and b- w is it explained by the undula-
tory thee y ? What is the cause of the blue
colour of a clear sky, and why is the diffused
light arouind the north pole of the heavens
polarized?

iz. Briefly describe a series of experiments
to prove the folh wing laws :-

(i.) There is no electrical force within a
closed electrified conductor. (Mention two
exceptions to this law'.)

(ii ) When a separation of electricities takes

place by friction or any other means, the
amounts of positive and negative electricities
produced are always such that, on being re-
united, they exactly neutralize each other.

(iii.) The amount of opposite electricity
induce.-d on surrounding conductors by any
electrified body is equal to the body's own
charge.

(iv.) If two bodies be eleîtirled .nd placed
at a constant distance (great compared with
their dimensions), from each other, they exert
on each other a force proportional to the pro-
ducts of the amounts of electricity they con-
tain. This force is attractive if their clectri-
fication be opposite, repulsive if similar.
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(v.) If constant charges of electricity be
condensed a o points, and the distance
between tht -ied, the force of attraction
o Aepulsion is found to vary inversely as the
quare of the distance.

12. Describe the Daniell's cell, and state
its respective advantages and disadvantages.
How is it proved that the electricity produc-
ed by a galvanic battery is the saie in kind
as that produced by friction ? Explain the
relation between them, illustrating your an-
swer by examples of the effects they produce.

13. Twelve cells of a battery, consisting of
zinc and carbon in dilute sulphuric acid are
joined up in series, and the current is sent
through a voltameter containing acidulated
water, and through a solution of cupric-sul-
phate ; what are the laws of decomposition
by the current both within and without the
cells of the battery ? If the resistance of the
voltameter and cupric-suiphate solution be
equal to three cells of the battery, what ar-
rangement of the cells of the battery will pro-
duce the greatest amount of decomposition in
a given time?

14. Define electromotive force.
Find the current-strength when n cells each

of resistance r and the electromotive force E
are arranged (i.) in simple circuit ; (ii.) in
cc sound circuit.

Sind the current-strength due to mn cells
arranged in m rows of n cells, the cells in
each row being in compound circuit, and the
uccessive rows in simple circuit.

Find the current-strength and the whole
resistace in any divided curcuit.

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

N.B.-Forty marks to each question; 225
marks to count afilipaper.

i. Deduce the parallelogram of forces from
the principle of virtual velocities. (Virtual
Work.)

At the point Q of intersection of diagonals
of a square ABCD, two forces of 8 ounces
and 12 ounces respectively act along the semi-

>-agonals OA, OB, and two forces of 1o
ounces and 2 ounces respectively act in a
direction perpendicular to the sides AB and

BD, and towards those sides: required the
magnitude of the resultant.

2. If two forces acting at a point Q be re-
presented in magnitude and direction by OB
and i. OA, their resultant will be represent-
ed in magnitude and direction by (n + i). OG,
the point G being taken on AB so that BG
=n.A G.

If n forces acting at a point 0 be repre-
sented in magnitude and direction by OP,
OP,, OP,, ... OPn, their resultant will be
represented in magnitude and direction by
n. OG, the point G being the centre of gravity
of particles of equal mass placed at the points
Pl, P2, Pa, . . . P.

3. The sun of the moments of two forces
with respect to any point in their plane, is
equal to the moment of their resultant with
respect to the saine point.

A lgeam AB, 15 ft. long and weighing 25
lbs., rests against a smooth horizontal plane
CA and a smooth vertical wall CB, the lower
extremity A being attached to a string which
passes over a smooth pulley at C and sustains
a weight of 40 lbs. Find the length of the
string between C and A when the beam is in
equilibrium, the centre of weight of the beam
being 7 ft. from the extremity A.

4. Given the centres of gravity of a body
and of any part of it, show how to find the
centre of gravity of the remainder.

Fron a rectangle six inches wide there is
cut an isosceles triangle, having one of th,
longer sides of the rectangle for its base, the
centre of gravity of the remaining piece of the
rectangle is at the summit of the triangle;
find the height of the triangle.

5. State the rule for the composition of
velocities, and give an instance showing the
truth of the rule.

Explain how a body can be made to de-
scribe the sides of a regular polygon with
constant velocity by having a certain velocity
impressed on it at each angular point; and
calculate the magnitude of the velocity im-
pressed on a body at each angular point of
an octagon which the body describes with a
constant velocity of Lwo feet per second.

6. State Newton's laws of motion, and ex-
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plain the bearing of the second law upon the
definition of force.

Equal weights, A and B, are attached to
the ends of a perfectly flexible, weightless
string, which passes over a perfectly smooth
pulley C. The weight B hangs vertically,
and the weight A rests on a plane AC, in!
clined at 30° .o ihe horizon, the co-efficient

of friction b::tween A and the plane being y3.
Find the tensior of the string and the space
passed over by A in two seconds from rest.
(The part of the string between A and C is
parallel to the plane.)

7. Describe the common hydrometer, and
state the principles of its action.

A vessel floats in water with half of its
volume below the surface-level. Two cubic
inches of oit of turpentine, weighing exactly
one ounce, are poured irto the vessel, which
now sinks until two-thirds of its volume is
below the surface-level of the water. Find
the volume of the vessel. (A cubic foot of
water weighs iooo oz.)

PHYSIOLO 1Y.

i. (a) Describe the structure of the Eye.
(b) State the function of each part.
(c) Give the most important rules for the

preservation of the sight.
(d) How should the light be admitted to a

school-room ?
(e) How can a teacher prevent the too

rapid development of mvopia in his pupils?

2. Give rules for the guidance of your
pupils in taking a daily bath.

3. What steps should be taken to prevent
the spread of contagious diseases?

4. (a) Describe the process of digestion.
(b) Show why it is wrong :
(i.) To work soon after eating.
(ii.) To study soon after eating.
(iii.) To eat or drink what is hot.

5. Give rules for the preservation of the
proper tone of the nervous system.

SECOND-CLASS TEACHERS AND INTER.
MEDIATE.

ENGLISH HISTORY.
i. Derive and explain the terms "vil-

lain," "sheriff," "confiscation," " honiage,"
"knights templars."

2. State the chief differences b-tween the
Saxon and the Normal rule in England vith
respect to (i.) the government of 'he country;
(ii.) the condition of the popie.

3. Mention the chief clauses of the Magna
Charta.

4. Tell the principal events of the reign of
Edward I.

5. Write concise historical explanatory
notes on the Restoration, the battle of Cullo-
den, the declaration of American Independ-
ence, the Corn Laws, the Crimean War.

6. Tell briefly the part played in English
higory by Thomas Cromwell, John Hamp-
den, Charles James Fox, John Wilkes.

7. "The Queen reigns, but does not
govern." Discuss this statement.

8. Say what you know about Lord Syden-
ham's administration in Canada.

9. What led the Romans to interfere in the
affairs of Macedonia, and by what steps did
Macedonia become a Roman Province?

io. Give a brief account of the "Social
War" in Italy.

ENGL-ISH LITERATURE.

i. State Milton's conception of the uni-
verse, as presented in Paradise Lost.

2. Give a brief synopsis of Book I., and
explain the position of affairs at the time at
which Book Il begins.

3. Quote the descriptions of Death, Belial,
Beëlzebub, and Lethe, and the simile of the
Gryphon.

4.
" Before their eyes in sudden viev appear 890

The secrets of the hoary Deep, a dark
Illimitable ocean, without bound,
Without dimensions, where length, breadth, and

highth,
And timie, and place are lost ; where eldest Night
And Chaos, ancestors of Nature, hold 895
Eternal anarchy amidst the noise
Of endless vars, and by confusion stand;
For Hot, Cold, Moist, and Dry, four champions

fierce,
Strive here for mast'ry, and to battie bring
Their embryon atoms; they around the flag goo
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Of each his faction, in their several clans,
Light.arm'd or heavy, sharp, smooth, swift, or slow,
Swarm populous, unnumber d as the sands
Of Barca or Cyrene's torrid soil,
Levied to side vith warring winds, and poise 905
Their liglter wings. To whom these most adhcre,
He ries a moment : Chaos umpire sits,
And by decisios more enbroils the fray
By which lie reigns : next him high arbiter
Chance governs ail." gro

-Milon-Paralise Lost, Book Il.

(i.) Tieir (I. 890). Whose?
(ii.) Anzcestors of Nature. Explain the

allusion.
(iii.) By confusion stand. Explain.
(iv.) To what ancient philosophic theory

is there an allusion in Il. 898-900 ?

(v.) TIîey'(l. 900). Who?
(vi.) Where-were Barca and Cyrene?
(vii.) Parse ''levied " (1. 905). Explain the

meaning of " poise."
(viii.) Their (1. 906). Whose?
(ix.) Explain the construction and meaning

of " To whom these most adhere, He rules a
moment."

(x.) Who iscalled "high arbiter" in 1. 909?
(xi.) Point out any peculiarities of Milton's

genius illustrated by this passage.
(xii.) Scan 11. 892, 893, 900, 901, 905.

5. Write an account of Milton's life.

6. Briefly state anything you know with
respect to the influence of the Puritan Revo-
lution upon literature.

7. Give the propositions made by Moloch,
Belial, Mammon and Beëlzebub at the

council. Who utters these words :
'' Who shall tempt with wand'ring feet,

The dark, unbottom'd, infinite abyss ?"
Give the part of his speech which follows.

BOOK-KEEPING.

x. Toms has $500 in Ontario bank, and
wishes to draw it by check, to be given to-
day in Toronto. Write check.

2. Smith gives Jones his note at 3 months
from to-day for $125. Write note, with
amount of stamp required.

3. Brown of Toronto draws, to-day, a sight
draft for $75, on Wilson of Whitby. Write
draft.

4. Journalize each of the above transac-
tions, giving the entry for each person in-
terested.

5. A merchant in Cobourg wishes to send
through the Bank a sum of money to a mer-
chant in Toronto; explain how this may be
done, in two ways, without expense to the
Toronto merchant.

6, John Wilson bought from R. Henry of
Oshawa, March 14 th, 1878, 12 yds. cotton

@ 15c. per yd., 6>• Ibs. tea @ 90e. per Ib.,
285 lbs. flour @ $2.50 per cwt., and a suit
of clothes $15. Make out bill in proper form
and receipt it.

7. Journalize the following, giving my en-
tries :

(a) I buy 200 bbls. flour from Scott at $6
per bbl., pay $500 in cash, give my note for

$3oo, balance to remain on account.
(b) Scott buys from me 200 yds. broad-

cloth @ $2.50 per yd., pays $500 in cash,
gives his note for $3oo, balance paid by an
order on Hoskin, which Hoskin accepts.

(c) Scott and I exchange notes.

8. In making out your statements prepara-
tory to closing your Ledger, where do the
following items appear: Mdse. on hand, Cash,
Money in Bank, Bills Rec., Coal for use of
Store, Balance of Interest, Any Real
Estate ?

GEOGRAPHY.

i. Define Equinox, Steppes, Great Circle,
and Isothermal lines.

2. What is the form of the earth's orbit?
How do you account for the warmth of Sum-
mer in our hemisphere, althougi the earth
is farther from the sun than it is in Winter?

3. In what country, or countries, would
you be most likely to 'find the giraffe, the
ostrich, the condor, the reindeer, the cha-
mois?

4. Outline the west coast of North Ameri-
ca, indicating the islands near the coast, the
rivers emptying into the Pacific Ocean, and
the principal cities or towns on the seaboard ?

5. Name the States bordering on the lakes
between Canada and the United States, and
mention at least two cities in each.

6. Name six rivers in Asia running south,
also the waters into which they empty.
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7. Over what railroads, and through what
large towns or cities would you pass on a
trip from Ottawa to Barrie?

8. Where and what are Sitka, Cobequid,
Lepanto, Cayenne, Socotra, Aral, Kertch,
Wight, St. Louis, Canso, Tweed and Chud-
leigh ?

THIRD.CLASS TEACHERS.

ENGLISH LITERATURE.

i. Give an acrount of the proposals of the
doctor in the Academy of Lagado.

2. Tell what you know about the Earl of
Chesterfield, and explain the cause of Dr.
Johnson's quarrel with hin.

3. Quote Hamlet's soliloquy on death.

4. Of what does Shakespeare say :-
" It is twice blessed:

It blesseth him that gives and him that takes."

5.
"I passed, methought, the melancholy flood

With that grim ferryman wMch poets write of,
Unto the kingdom of perpetual night.
The flirst that there did greet my stranger soul
Was my great father-in-law, renowned Warwick,
Who cried aloti,-'Vhat scourge for perjury
Can this dark monarchy afford false Clarence?'
And so he vanished; then came wandering by
A shadow like an augel, with bright hai,
Dabbled in blood ; andi he shrieked out aloud,-
'Clarence is come,.-false, fleeting, perjured Clar-

ence,-
That stabbed me in the field by Tewkesbuiry;-
Seize on him, Furies, take him tnto torment !'

-Shakes/eare-King Richard III.

(i.) Name "the melancholy flood," "the
grim ferryman," " the kingdom of perpetual
night," " the shadow like an angel."

(ii.) Stranger 1. 4. In what degree of
comparison ?

(iii.) Explain the historical allusions.
(iv.) Wic/I 1. 2. Account for the use of

this word here.
(v.) Furies. Describe the Greek Furies.
(vi.) Scan Il. i and 2.

6. Explain, after Trench, the derivation of
"diaper," ' cherry," and " thrall;" and give
an exanple of an exploded theory which has
left traces in the language.

7. Reproduce the substance of Johnson's
comparison of Dryden and Pope.

8.
"And wild and high the ' Cameron'sgathering 'rose,

The war-note of Lochiel, which Albyn's hilis
Have heard and heard too have.her Saxon foes

How in the noon of nighit her pibroch thillsr
Savage and shrill but with the breath that filis
Their mountain pipe, so fill the mounitaincers
With the fierce native daring that instils
The stirring memory of a thousand years.
And Evan's, Donald's, fame rings in eaci clans-

man's cars ! "
(i.) Explain the neaning of "pibroch,"

"noon of night," " Albyn," " Locliiel."
(ii.) Should there be a full stop at the end

of liî.e j, or does the sense run on to the
niddle of linse 5? Give reasons for your

answer. Punctuate Il. 3, 4, and 5.
(iii.) Parse "linstils," 1. 7.
(iv.) What is the naine of the stanza, and

what is the long line at the end of it called ?
(v.) Quote the next stanza.
(vi.) Name the author, and tell wlat you

know about him.

HISTORY.

i. Describe the feudal systen; state the
causes which produced it, and thdse which
led to its decay.

2. Tell what you know about the history
and present constitution of the Englishs Par-
liament under the following heads

i. Its origin.
ii. The groiyth of the power of the House

of Conmons.
iii. The duration of a parliam'ent.
iv. The election of members.

3. Sketch the history of the reign of Queen
Elizabeth.

4. Give an account of the conquest of Can-
ada by the English.

5. Give a brief account of the American
Revolution, and state clearly the principle
asserted by the colonists.

6. Tell what you know about the origin of
the Steamboat, the Railroad, the Electric
Telegraph.

7. Write brief historical notes on Lollard,
Transubstantiation, Puritan, Independent,
Dissenter, and explain the meaning of the
terms.

GEOGRAPHY.

i. Define the Earth's Axis, and explain
why we have changes in seasons.
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2. Give the width of the zones in degrees,
and the nanes of the circles bounding then.

3. What is the highest latitude possible ?
The highest longitude? Why is there a dif.
ference in the two cases ?

4. (a) Describe the position of the Domin.
ion of Canada. (b) Of what does it consist?
(c) What is its population ?

(d) lov many provinces as large as On-
tario might be forned in the Dominion?

(e) Name the Capital of the Dominion;
the largest and the oldest city in it.

5. (a) What was the population of Ontario
at the time of the last census?

(b) Name its chief productions ?
(c) Naie its chief minerals?
(d) Name all its cities?
(e) Name its railroads giving their ter-

mini?

6. Name the principal rivers of Europe,
and one city on the bank of each.

7. Sketch Asia, showing its countries, five
seas, three peninsulas, four gulfs, and the
rivers running South.

8. Where and what are Aden, Father
Point, Khyber Pass, Natal, Melbourne, Falk-
land, Sydney, Zambesi, Medina, Sedan,
Gothland, Valparaiso, Ortegal, Guayaquil,
Como, Havana, and Onega.

ALGEBRA.-SOLUTIONS.

SECOND CLASS.
i. Given expression

=a(x- )2)+2bX (2 -x 2
-y

2
>)+2axy\

.x2+ J'2 + X2+ ye

_(a
2 + 62) (x 2 

- y)2 + 4 x' (a
2 + b2)

=(a2 + b2).
2. Quotient = a2 + ab + b2 + ac -bc+ c2.

Apply preceding, putting a = î+xi-x2, b =
1 -X+x 2, C=2X.

3. x' + y- : x2 y2= (x2+y2)2 -x2 y
(x2 + P

2 + xy) (x2 + Y2 -,;xy). (7x+6y-9)
(X- y+4)=7 x2 -62 - xy+ 19 x + 33 Y-3 6 .

4. - 9 5+497+200+196 - 218 -2000
-495-198-198+,198 1980

5+2 +2 -2 -20 -20

...- 20 = value.

6+5-17- 6 +10-2

-å -9+ 6+12 - 6
I + 3- 2 - 4+2
|6-4- 8+ 4 O

... o=value.
5. Rationalizing, expression beconies

a+\/'2 - X2 1

X -=b

I a
6. +g-Z > I, if î+a+a2> a+a, if

a b
S> 0. + >2, if (a -6)2 is +ve.

7· (1) x=4 or 9 2. X=1

y=9 Or 4 * y=2.
Z3

(3) (X + 7 x -r 6) (x2 + 7 x + 2)=16,
forming a quadratic in (x2 + 7x). Solving
this=n, we have

-7 \33 ·- 7+ ~7
x= 2 or.2 2

8. Let x- i, x, x+i be the numbers
(x- 1)3+x3+(.+ i):=16? x(x- ),

whence x= o, 6 or -1: numbers are there-
fore - 1, o, 1, etc.

9. (1) Roots, such as those given in the
question, enter equations in pairs: let the
equation composed of the remaining roots be
represented by the symbolf(x) =o: the'equa-
tion will be x(x - \/¯ 3 ) (x+ \/¯3)

(x- '+\/) (x+ i -V2) (x)=o,
or x(x 2 +3) (x2 -2x - 1) fx)=o.
The coefficients of the equation are assumed
to be rational and real.

(2) \/7y is a mean proportional between
p and q, and therefore, by the question, is a
root; by substitution we obtain p'g+pVq

+q=o, or q(p+ )
2 =p3.

ro. Let x=number of miles train moving
from A goes per hour; let y=number of
miles train moving from B goes per hour.
Whole distance=« (x+y):

time for first train= - -
x

=second train's time + 52V
(X+Y)+&h

y

y2 yBy simplifying we have -6 =, or

x 3'
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ARITHMETIC.-SOLUTIONS.

SECOND CLASS.

1. (a) 6.62z; (b) .31830 •.. ; =

2. L. C. M. of two quantities = product

of two quantities divided by their G. C. M.

other number=341+ = e .

3. $220.31125.
231 x .oooo16386x 157 = 131 nearîy,-

4541.02
No. of imperial gallons.

5. When 11 hrs. 35 min. are gained by the

clock in advance, the same time will be in-
695

dicated; this will take place in days,

since i i hrs. 35 min.=695 min., and 7 min.
are gained each day.

6. Let i be original stock,

83
then - = $6,6oo, .. i = $16,ooo.

548
7. Ist company 15 women.

178

2nd = 8
5

6 :8
:8 411 amt. by 2nd company.

15 5
$267 = amount.

8. -?u of 84oo0=75600=grs. pure silver in

12 Ibs. Avoir.
=201600 grs. alloy (in value)

.if 210000 grs. alloy= $175

5760 " =$4.80.
9. Let i be invoice price.

Per question '= +§§ of $125.
. =$7oo.

(34 X203)-(4x 41+12X 3-»
9

166
713 - 3

-73 .
9

=number of yds. painting.

(2) radius of inner circle=!l feet.
" outer "9 =' "

Number of cubic feet in cylinder

=r{()s -(T)s } î8.

ARITH METIC.-SOLUTIONS.
FIRST CLASS.

r. 70 14 84

.01 oooo Y îoooo 0o o .100000

. 30 2 28

3

2. A +B+ C I 29 gais. in 2h'.

A +B+ C fill as much as 3 times what

B would fill alone+2 gals. in 2.;

1299-24 2 . ,
.. B fis X- gais. m I I4½;

12 x 3 5
A, 18 ; C, îo2& .

3. Amount pure gold in
Il 40

i sov. (lbs. Troy)= 1 x× -86.

2.2072 7000 9
i franc " 552 7X"E

-155 X20 5760 10

Number of frailes in i sovercign
I 40 20 X155 5760Xo = 5I9o

=2 X ý9X-. -X - X- = 25-192..202 7000 9

4. A gets for management

$ X X +$ 0 X-X =$350.

A's whole capital is=to $66ooo inv. for i mo.

B's " " $58ooo " "

A's share will be
66 85 4000

$350 +$ 7-X -X-= $2159.67zl.24X100 I

B's share will be $4ooo - $2159. 6 7
= $1840.32MrT.

5. Log .ooo25=log - =log I400000

- (2 log 2+5 log ro) - (o -.60206 - 5).

=6.39794.
1000=oo(;o8)x

log 108=3 log3 + 2 log2=.6 020
6 + 1.4213639.

=2.0332439, *. log 1.08=.0334239.
log ioo=n(log 1.08)

1=n(.0334239)
n=29.92+
Amount will exceed $ooo in 30 years.

6. 9(cash pr.)=8(credit pr.)=9 X (cost pr.),
8 " = 12

credit price=l cost price.

credit price is 50 per cent. above cost.
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7. ig(volume of gold)+2*5(do. of quartz)

=7(volumc of gold+volume of quartz).
12(Volulle ofgold)-4(volume of quartz).

volume of gold=-I of whole volume.

1-iV x g=wt. of gold in i oz. mixture.

8. At the time the goods are sold the man
100 520

has really paid $ --- ,- for them, vhich
102 I

is present worth of $520 due 3 months lience

.at 8 %. He sells theni for × × 1 5.

Now, for what term iust this sum be put out
at interest to equal $677.70?
Answer. Il ýX21$677.70- $4ý -- X-E

40o 102 $- •13 + years.
-67 X - -0 X -$ ·0 °e

400 102 I
Pc rcentage><6000 - 6o X percentage=

tst charge. Now, for the 2nd commission
lie gets s8 of 2nd price, which equals a of
(6ooo - 6oXpercentage), since 2X12=2'

s
X r

6o X percentage+j' (6oo - 6o X percentage)

375. Whence percentage

- X -- =2j. Ans. 21%.

112>, 22 60
1o. (i.) X X =6285e sq. yds.;

12X 22X =
6
0 157f yds.

360 7 1

(ii.) A rectangle can easily be forned, by
dropping a perpendicular from one of the
angles of the quadrilateral to the opposite
side, whose sides are 3 and 4; .•. area = 12.

Area of remaining A (which is right-angled)
=6. Whole area = 18.

ALGE3RA.-SOLUTIONS.

FirST CLASS.

i. Writing p, q, s for a-b, b-c, c-a
in the expression and transposing, we have
2(p7+g

7
+s')-7pqs(.p4+g4 +s4)=o. Now

.p+qs is a factor of the expression on the
left hand side of this = n, and pq+s =
a-b+b-c+c-a =o. .•. thè=n is an

identity.
2. Ans. 2 +1/~~ +2 - I =4.

3.
(1) Factoring. we obtain

(2X2 - 5x±2) (X2
2
+3X±r)=O.

(x - 2) (2x - 1) (x2+3x+1)=0O.

Solve by equating factors to zero. X-2 .

or
2

(2) .x2+y2+:2+2.xy+2XZ+ 2y:-.=a2+2b2

x+y+z=±1/a2+ 20

X+y+!=c.

.· =.å( ±1/a2+2b2-c).
Write down the values of x and y from the
value of z in circular order.

(3) Factoring fi/'+4 (V + /n )

=(Vx+4)2. VT4=o x= - 4.
Squaring both sides after dividing by i/xT4,
collecting coefficients and dividing through

by coefficients of x, x= - 4~ 2 V .9
3

4. §ee Todhunter's Larger Algebra, Art.

634.
X2 - xy± 2  

a3+b3 ai "ab+bi
5.- a ba+b)- ab

y xa ax va b

- =- +1 L

y b ( a a ,- y, b a

-< y {xV b x a(x b

Xy a

-a i - -a =0.

6. n=6 or -8.
When n=6, the series referred to is that,

the first term of which is 6, the second io,
the third 14, etc. When, in the series 6, zo,
... 26, n= - 8, we are to begin at 26 and count
backwards 8 terrns. The progression will
thus be 26, 22, 18, 14, 10, 6, 2, - 2.

7. Let a, a, ß be the roots of x 3+o.x2 +

then

whence

a + a + P=o
a'2+ aß + aß6=f

a=,8 - q

2cL 9, - 3 cL
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If x 2+na.t+a 2 be the other factor, we have
(x2+max+ a2) (x2+ ntax+a

2) =x4 -ax3+av.r2

- a3x identically.

ni(n- i)
9. (r+X)n =I+1X+ i 22

12 +

f.nxnl-l +xnI.

{ n n n(n-. ) i

+l+. I
+n 7:.. + -.

1+n2 + + . . +n2+ 1

-coefficient of x in (1 +x)'î. i+-1-x
=coefficient of Vn in (j +x)2n

12,1

ro. See Todhunter's Larger Algebra, Art.
473, in this question a= i, b=2.

nth term= ---
(5n-2)(5n-3)=~ (5n-2 5n+3

-I I I

etc. = etc.

8.3¯ 5 (8 13i
1 1 (1 1 )

3-8~5 8 3

T HE most ronantic of all numbers is the
figurenine, because it can't be multiplied a'vay
or got rid of anyhow. Whatever you do it
is sure to turn up again, as was the body of
Eugene Aram's victim. One remarkable
property of this figure (said to have been
first discovered by Mr. Green, who died in
1794,) is that all through the multiplication
table the product of nine comes to nine.
Multiply by what you like, and it gives the
same result. Begin with twice nine, 18; add
the digits together, and i and 8 makes 9.
Threc times nine are 27; and 2 and 7 are
nine. So it goes on, up to ii times nine
which gives 99. Very good; add the digits ;
9 and 9 are 18, and 8 and I are 9. Going on
to any extent it is impossible to get rid of the
figure nine. Take a couple of instances at
random. Three hundred and thirty-nine times
nine are 3,051 ; add up the figures and they
are nine. Five thousand and seventy.one
times nine are 45,639; the sum of these
digits is 27; 2 and 7 are 9.

I 1

-55(5n +3) •

and sum to infinity =

11. We give the solution (i) reducing the
determinant to the ordinary form; (2) retain-
ing the determinant form.

. bc, -ac, -ab
62-c 2 , a2+2ac, -a2-2a

c2, c2,1 (aý b)2

=bc { (a2+ 2a)(a + b)2+ c2(a2 + 2ab) }
+(e2 - c2){ - ab2 +ac(a+b)2 }

+C2 1aC(a+2ab)+a(a2+2aci•

Putting a, b, c, a+b+c, successively=o,
in above, we find that abc(a + b + c) is a factor,

2. Put a=o, determinant becomes

6c, o, o,
b2 -C2 , o, o

c2, c2, b62

b~c, o1 =0.

Similarly for b, etc. .•. abc is a factor.

Put a+b+c=o or - a=b+c, and we have

bc, c(b+c), b(b+c| bc, C
2

, b2

2 - c 2 , 2 2 2 = | 2 + c , o , o = 0 .

. e, 2, c2 1 es., o, oi

. a+b+c is a factor.

TH E following bundle of maxims for teach-
ers appears in an American contemporary:-

Educate and Train, as well as instruct and
teach.

Healthy Emulation is a spur to success.
Order and Method are indispensable.
Little and Well win in the end.
The Hearts of teacher and taught must be

enlisted.
Clear Enunciation and Pronunciation are

necessary.
Copious Illustration always pays.
Remember the Capacity of the class.
Employ the Eyes-and Ears of all.
Teach the Expression of ideas.
Encourage Invention.
Summnarize what has been taught.

THE following colloquy lately took place
between a wise child and his tutor: "That
star you see up there is bigger than this
world." "No, it is'nt." "Yes, it is." "Then.
why, does'nt it keep the rain off?"
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SCIENCE DEPARTMENT.

(A series of notes preparcd far the Montlily, by IIenry 'ontgomcry, bl.A., Coli. Inst., Toronto.]

A CONTRaITon to, Chamrs's Uurna/, in
a fev sensible remarks, calls attention to the
children's tecth. IHe vcry truly says, "In
the nature of things it cannot bc cxpected
that childrcn should understand the value of
their own teeth; and our knowledge, or

painful experictce, ought to be cmploycd to
guard them fron the conscquences of their
natural ignorance." How sad it is to sec so
nany young mouths distigured ivith gold, sil-

ver, amalgami, and dccaying teeth, before their
owners have arrivcd at the age of niaturity,
and often even before the age of fiftcen years !
Eithcr parents or family physicians, or both,
are culpable in this important matter, a mat-
ter which affects the comfort and health of
the individuals themselves, as well as the
comfurt and enjoyment of those persons with
whon they cone in contact. Children are
permitted to do all sorts of things with their
teeth,-crack nuts, break hard sugar candies,
untie knots, gnaw slate-pencils, and cut pins;
but they are not naturally given to clcanivg
them at regular and stated times. The teeth
are produced at a time of life when they begin
to be needed, just as soun as the body needs
solid food that must undergo the process of
mastication. They are likewise, developed at
the commencement of the alimentary tract, in
precisely the right place, evidently for the
accomplishment of a particular purpose, the
breaking down and zeparation of the food
into small portions in order that the salivary
and gastric fluids may the more readily per-
form their duties towards it. If, then, there
is need fur the teeth to do a certain kind and
amount of labour in youth, is there not also
need for them to perform that labour in adult
life and in advanced years? Do the stomach
and asbitant digestive organs gain sufficient
strength to enable them perfectly ta execute
the same or an increased amount of work

without the cutting and grnding aid of.the
dental apparatus ? And why must the teeth
yield and decay long before the renaining
organs of the body are expcectcd to show
symptoms of decline ? With few exceptions,
the human fimily might al retain good
icalthy tecth until past the prime of life, say
up to fifty or sixty ycars, if they would only
give those organs " fair play." There are
mentioned two principal causes of such gen-
cral premature decay,-crowding of the teeth
togetier, and a lack of dceuning. They
sometimpes grow more rapidly than the jaws,
and consequently become irregular and hard
to be kept clean. But besides this, there is
another evil arising from their rapid growth
and want of room. They press so closely and
firmly against one another that the hard pro.
tective external covering-the enamel -can-
not be evenly deposited over the entire sur.
face of the crown. Again, many uneven
teeth, displaced by crowding of the perma-
nent set, or it may be by neglecting to extract
the temporary ones to make room for the
permanent, often continue quite useless
throughout life. Hence crowding should be
hindered by the timely removal of the super.
fluous ones. Witi respect to the second
cause assigned, it may be said that they ought
to be carefully cleaned every time immedi.
ately after being used. A pointed quill or a
picce of soft wood may serve as a tooth-pick
to remove coarse particles and prepare the
teeth for a wash with a soft brush and tepid
water. The brush ought mostly to be imoved
vertically, and not too often in a horizontal
direction across the teeth. The cleansing
process should form a part of the toilet, and
needs to occupy but a minute or two after
each meal. But especially should the mouth
be thoroughly washed before retiring to rest
at night. After partaking of acid foods or
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drinks the ninuth should always be rinsed
with cither alkalinc (soda or potash) or pure
vatcr. With so many ditTerent kinds ofsuli-

stances passed througli the sîouth during a
mena, and without the countcracting influ-
cnccs of the stomach and the digestive juices
there cannot fail to be numerous cheinical
reactions set up in that cavity in the course
of a fcw hoturs if the débris be not icmovcd.
In some cases also the tcctli arc attackcd by
parisitic fungi that appear to flourishi vell by
penctrating the dentine tissues. In swamps,
marshy regions, and stagnant pools, we arc
not surprised at finding Innumerable plants
dcriving their sustenance from dceaying or-
ganic mattcrs, the refuse of other plants, and
need we be astonishcd to learn that certain
low forms of vcgctable parasitcs find a suit-
able habitat in the human moutli vhich is
plentifully supplied with minutely dividcd
organic inatters, kept at a temperature of
nearly onc hundrcd degrces, and provided
with air and moisture?

SIR JohIN LuininocK, in speaking in the
iousc of Commons to his Annual Motion in
favour of Science - teaching in clementary
schools, said lie could not sec why instruction
was refuscd in science which all children
liked, while thcy were compelled to Icarn
gramnimar which they ail disliked. In mechan-
ics it might bc cxplained to theni why carts
wcre put on wheels; the pulley, the lever,
and the wedge might be explained, also the
nature of the heavenly bodies, the nature of

soils, and the rotation of crops, the composi-
tion of coal, clay, iron, copper, etc. The
ordinary rules of hcalth, the necessity fo'r
ventilation and cleanliness, and last, not
least, the need for industry, frugality and
economy.

ARRANGEMt.NTs aie being made by the
African Society in Germany for the establish-
ment of a training school at Morocco, in
which institution those persons intending to
explore the wilds of the African continent
may receive an education in the customs and
manners of the Mohammedans and natives
of Northern Africa, and at the same time be-

corne more or Icss inured to the climate of
that country. The object scens praisc worthy,
inasmuch as future African travellers would
bc bcnefitcd by a stay in such a school, and
thcrcby better fitted for the difficult tasks
before thein.

THEi: annual meeting of the German Na-
tural Science Association is lield this year at
Bladcn-Badcn, beginnilng on cptcmler iStli,
and continuing for one wcck. Prof. ler-
miann, of Zurich, is to open it with a lecture
upon the acquisitions of Physiology during
the last forty years, and Dr. Skalweit, of
Ilanover, wvill close the meeting of the Asso-
ciation by a lecture on Food-adulteration.

IN a late number of the London GN/gical
Agazie " A Ncv Favourite Coral" is de-
scribed by Mr. G. Jennings Ilinde, F.G.S.
This gentleman, the writer of valuable pa-
pers on Canadian Geology and Pala:ontology,
viz.:-"The Geology of the Scarboro'

Iciglits," " Conodonts from the Devonian,"
" Annelid Javs from the Silurian and De-
vonian Formations," etc., lias brouglit to
light another new fossil form, to which he has
given the gencric name Syrngo/ites, and the
specific name Huironensis. It is allied with
the genus RSmeria; but Mr. 1-lnde lias had
the upportunity, at Bonn, of carefully ex-
aiining the original specimens descrbed by
Guldfiss and Edwards & Haime, and lias
pointed out severai important differences be-
tween Ru:meria and his new genus. lie
tells us that Syringolites Huronensis is com-
mon in the Niagara formation of the Upper
Silurian rocks in Great Manitoulin Isiand,
Lake Huron.

A VERY great deal of the metal Platinum
is required to keep Edison's clectric lamp in
operation ; and as this substarce is very ex-
pensive Mr. Edison is exceedingly anxious to
discover a mine of it in the United btates.
With this view lie bas sent out over engr
circulars and samples, and aiso many mnîng
and mineialogical experts to various parts of
the American Union. Answers to the cir-
culars have been received from several of the
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old miners in Cuolnrado shnwing that ilati-
num is widcly clstribulte in that Statc. One
of the mincralogical cxperts, Mr. W. E.
Hlidden, writes in an cncouraging strain from
North Carolina, in the auriferous gravels of
which Sate lie has found twenty-tlirce min-
crals hcaring a strong analogy to those con-
stituting the platiniferous gravels of the
world. Platinum occurs in company withli
gold, and, as its Spanisi namc dcnotcs, is of
a silvery-wlite colour. It may be recognized
by appearing in vcry small round grains likc
globular specks of steel, by being very malle-
able, infusible (except in the oxyliydrogcn
flame), and insoluble in any of the acids (ex.
cepting aqua regia); it is also licavier than
gold, liaving a specific gravity of 21.5 whilc
that of gold is about 19.3. Owing to the
propcrtics of platinum cthere are additional
reasons for wishing Elison success in his cf.
forts to find considerablc quantities of this
metal. That it does not corrode or even
tarnish in either dry or moist air, that it is
able to withlistand high temperatures, and is
not attacked by acids, are propertics that
render Platinumextremcly usclul in the chemi-
cal laboratory.

TrE singular formation described by Dr.
J. W. Dawson as Eozoon Canadense, and
regarded by him and most other naturalists
as a chambered Rhizopod of the order Fora-
minifera, is once more under discussion. It
occurs plentifully in the Laurentian scries of
rocks in Canada, having likewise been dis-
covered in rocks of similar age in Bavaria,
and in the Lower Silurian marbles in Ireland.
Several have doubted that it is the remains
of an animal at all, and a German scientist,
Dr. Moebins, has recently ptiblislied an exten-
sive memoir, illustrated with fine plates, upon
the matter, in which he denies its organic
origin. Both Dr. Dawson and Dr. Carpenter
have already replied, asserting that Dr.
Mebins' conclusions are incorrect. Dana
says, "whatever may be the final decision in

regard to the Eozo'n, thcre can bc but little
doubt that rhizopods cxisted in Archean times."

A riuzt has been awardcd to the Swansea
Waggon Comiany of Glamorgan, Walcs, for
a railway van tat will kcep frcsh mcat in
good condition diuring a long journcy. Mcat,
rabbits, and poultry, were kept fresli througli.
out a nine days' journey, and the intcrior of
the van maintaincd a tempcratureoftliirty-nine
degrecs whetlicr in motion or at rest.

WTIN a comparatively short pcriod four
ncw mctals have bcen discovered, Gallium,
Scandium, Norwegium, and Urailum, the
first three being named aftcr the countries
France, Scandinavia, and Norway. lence
tlire are about sixty-seven elements at prescnt
known to the scientific world. Galtium, the
carliest discovcred of the four above namcd,
has perhaps the most curious and interesting
history of any of them. The existence of a
metal possessing the properties of Gallium
was definitcly predicted by M. Mendelejeff,
a Russian chemnist, in 1871, and previously
also by Mr. Newlands. This prediction was
based on a study of the relations of the atomic
numbers of the known elements, and tlicir
ratios of combination with one another. In
the seriation which thcse numbers fori cer-
tain ternis are here and there wanting, and
one was missed, having properties between
Aluminium and Indium. Mendelejefi min-
utely described what these properties should
be, giving the sp. gr. as 5.9. Several years
afterwards Boisbaudran discovered the
metal itself in conn.ction with Zonic Blende
from the Pyrenees, and ascertained its sp.
gravity to be 5.935. Uraliumis is the latest
discovery among the netals, and A. Guyard
is the discoverer. It is nearly as white as
silver, is very malleable, is almost as soft
as lead, and is much more ductile than
platinum, withi which it is closcly related in
many respects. Its sp. gr. is 20.25; and
its combining weight is 187.25.
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Tcachcrs' A ssociations.

TEACHERS' ASSOCIATIONS.

CHRONICLE OF THE MONT11.

TonoNTo TeActi.Rs' AssocATr;oI.4.-
The above Association held its half-yearly
meeting in the theatre of the Normal School

building on the 26th and 27th of September,
uinder the able presidency of the Inspector.
We say ab/c, or Mr. Hughes has the excel-
lent faculty in a chairman of kccping up
intcrest in the discussion ofany subject which
he hiiself is master of. The business was

begun by an address from Mi. McDonald,
Head Master of Wellesley School, on "I How

to manage Writing Classes." He las given

special attention to the subject of writing, and
can therefore speak with authority upon any
matter connected with it; besides lie is him-

self an excellent scribe. It was generally.
agreed by the meeting that writing upon
slates with long pencils might wisely bc be-
gun very early in the child's school life, and
that both the printcd letters and scipt should
occupy his attention. When copy-book vrit.

ing begins, aci child in a class should write

.ite same copy at the same time ; and when

the writing is a little advanced, that of each

class should be donc by counting the strokes

by one of the scholars of the class. In ad-

vanced classes only the beginning or the end-
ing of a line should be announced. There
vas perhaps a little too much tendency to

formalism in Mr. McDonald's remarks. A
little of this is very proper, and even neces-

sary, in the management of school work, but
if carried to excess it may become a serious

evil by distracting attention unduly from
proper shool-room work.

The next business before the meeting was
a lecture by Mr. R. F. Martin, -Head Master
of Parliament Street School, on the best

method of teaching the Addition Table,
which he exemplified by a class of his own

31

scholars. This vas by fir the most interest-
ing and instructive of the whole proceedings.
The speaker, in a modest and unpretentious
mainner, showed that by judicious tcaching,
a class of Second-Book scholars could be got
to apply the Addition Table with as grcat
facility as the Multiplication Table. It took
the meetingby complete surprise tu findachild
of seven years of age adld up columns of six
and seven figures alnost as fast as Mr. Mar-
tin could put them lown, and much faster
than most of the audience could add. We
are but doing a public duty in calling the
attention of the teachers of the country to Mr.
Martin's system, which, if adopted and in.
telligently worked out, vill forevcr banisli
the slow, uncertain, and too often grotesque
manner of counting which prevails amongst
children. It is bascd upon a faculty of the
mind, which is an important factor in all
intellectual progress,-the Association of

deas.
Mr. Sefton, one of the Music Tcachers of

the City Schools, took up the teaching of
Music, and showed how persons without much
special training might yet make the music
lesson both instructive and interesting to
children. IIe did this by taking the teachers
present as a class and giving them simple
excrcises upon the diatonic scale. He uses
numbers to represent the sounds, in prefer-
cnce to either syllables or letters.

The last address on Friday afternoon was
on "Fourth-Book Lessons for Admission into
High Schools," by Mr. S. Hughes, of the
Collegiate Institute. A good deal of attrac-
tive and useful information was given upon
the lessons which he took up, but the subject
was not handied with that practical skill
which Mr. Hughes is noted for in the school
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room. Pcrhaps the suljcct was not a con.
gcnial one, or pcrhaps his audienc cxpecd
too niuch.

In the cvcning Dr. Hodgins, )cputy.Min.
Ister of Education, dclivercd an carnest and

prnctical addrcss on the subjcct "A P'lca for
Elencntary Science and Industrial Training."
The lccturer supportcd bis "1 plca " by

forcible arguments, and by quotations from
emnent writcrs of Amcrica, Britain, and
the Continent of Europe. The teachars
wcre glad to welcomîe the Dcputy-Ministcr
on the platform at thcir meting, away from
the chhlling :ttmosplerc utoffcial life, which
scms to frecze "the ganeal currents of his
soul," and wcrc gratified to find him extcnd
that aid which, with a litlde more cnthusiasm,
would bccome potent for good ln directing
aright the iucationial progrcss of the coun-
try. The addrcss bore fruit at the mecting
by the adoption of a resolution declaring that
a knowladge of sonie branches of Physical
Ecience should ba required from all candidates

for tcachcrs' ccrtificacts. This was evidcntly
aimcd at the option grantcd at present to
candidates for Intermediate Certiricates, of
chnnsing for cxanination cither a .anguage
or the Natural Science ggnup, which includes
Niural lhilosophy, Chcnistry, and Book-
kcping.

The nccting concludcd its procecdings on
Saturday by a genarai discussion on Needle-
workandonCorporail Puniseicnt. Plainscw-
ing was vcry strongly insistcd upon as bcing
most valuable and useful for thosa attending
our public schools; and, for the sake of
effectual tcaching, it was suggested that tlic
sane kind of sewing should be practiscd by
cach scholar of a class at the same time.
Nothing new could hardly bc expected to be
said on such a threadbare suhjcct as that of
corporal punishmcnt; the point that the mect-
ing ras most unitcd upon vas that the influ-
ence and authority of the parent should be
more frequently invoked to assist tic taclier
in managiig refractory scholars.

HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.

Titz following correspondence has been
handed to us for publication:-

TORONTO, i8th Sept., 1879.
SiR,-I am directed by the Hlonourable

the Minister of Education, to state, in reply
to your letter of the 27th ultimo, that he lias
fully considered the Resolutions of the High
School Masters' Section of the Ontario
Teachers' Association, forwarded hini on the
27th ultimo by you as chairman of that Sec-
tion.

The Minister concurs in the opinion of the
Masters as to tite time of holding the Inter,
Plediate Examination, and also as to distin-
gui.h;ng between those who pass the Inter-
mediate Examination sinply, and candidates
for Class I. Certificates.

The other matters have been referred to
the Central Committee for their report (a
copy of whicli I an directed to furnish you
for the information of the High School Mas-
ter)

' lie Mnister has instructed the Chairman
of the Comnittee that in the Mathematical

subjects, the examination, even for Class I.
certificates should be kept within the present
standard, if not still lower. The report dir
cusses very fully some of the points specially
raised by the High Scool Masters, and the
Minister submits this for their consideration.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

ALEX. MARLING,
Secrelary.

J. SPA-rit; Esq.. M.A.,
Chairman, High School Section,

Ontario Teachers' Association,
St. Catharines.

TORONTO, I2th September, iS79.
SIR,-I have the honour to acknowledge

the receipt of Mr. Seath's letter of the 27th of
August, forwarding certain resolutions passed
by the High School Masters' Section of the
Provincial Teachers' Association, on which
you desire me to express an opinion.



High Schoot Departmnclit.

1. The Hligh School Mastcrs say, "in the
fnrmer" (the sevcral optional groups) ' wc
would suggcst that the cxaminatibn e Icss
mathcmatical and more practical in their
chatracter."

Byi "mathematical " questins I suppose
arc meant those in vhich rcsult s have to bc
calculatcd ; whilc "practical" questions arc
Ilitse in which A knowlcdge of principles
experimentally cstablishcd, with the evidence
on which the principles rest, is rcquircd.

A rcfcrencc to the last cxamination papers
will show that the questions are by nu nicans
cxccssivcly natienatical. In the Chem:stry
papcr, So marks out ofa total i1 oarc nllowcd
for questinns exclusivcly practical. In thc
Natural Philosophy paper, 68 marks (indccd
on a fair juldgment I might say 75) out of a
total of i toarc allowcd for practical or non-
mathcmatical questions. It is absolutely ne-
cessary that some questions involving calcu-
lation shoula bc set, otherwise therc could be
no assurance that the pupils understand low
to apply the principles in which thcy are in-
structcd. I dcsirc to add (what the High
School Masters arc perhaps. not aware of)
that the questions on whiclh their pupils most
gcncrally fail arc not the mathematical. but
the practical. If the questions werc made
less mathematical than at the rccent examin-
ation, I arn afraid that the rcsult would bc
utter (lisaster to the candidatcs.

2. The Iigh School Masters say: "In
view of the fact that the ;rading of the High
Schools and the distribution of a large por-
tion of the Legislative grant is decided ac-
cordin; to the restilts of inspection, it is, in
the opinion of the H. S. Section, dcsirablc
that thc Hl. S. Inspectors should be enabled
to devote a greater amount of tine to the
work of inspection at their semi.annual
visits." The H-ligh Schoni Inspectors instruct
me to reply as follows :-They arc sensible of
the importance of devoting as much time to
tle inspection of the Iigh Schools as is ne-
cessary, not only for the equitabl. ditribu-
tion of that portion of the grant which is
divided on the results of inspection, but for
bencfiting the schools in every way to the
utmost possible extent. As regards the dis-
tribution of the grant they are satisfied that
no school lias suffered! injustice from the
amount of time devoted to its inspection;
they will be glad, hnwever, to ncet the
wishes of the High Sr.hool Masters by mak-
ing their visits in future as lengthened as cir-
cumstances may permit.

3. 'he Iigh School Ma>wrs say: "That
the English History presented should be con-
fined to some particular period instead of
extending, as at present, frot Julius CSsar
to the present tîme." The Iigh School
Inspectors think it would be unwise to depart

fron the systen nnw observcd for tho follow-
ing among other reasons :-

(a.) Teachers holding Provincial life cer-
tificates arc expected, and with reason, to
know the leading crents at least of the his-
tory of England and Rone. ib.) Onç of the
most valuable lcssons to be dcrived frôm his-
tory is historical troprtion, or the relative
importance of historical cvcnts ; another is
the causes of the progress of nation., in civili-
zation and constitutional self.covernment,
and tlie stcps of national decadence; another
hi 'lie ltherary growth and the distinguishing
cliaracter of onc petiod as related to others.
None of these. the Inspectors think, can bc
obtained by tae study of an isolatcr epoch.
(c.) For a special period to he studied judici-
ously or to advantage its relations to the lire-
ceding age should be known beforc.hand,
hence such a system of History-teaching
belongs more properly to an advanced stage
in the studcnt's progrcss; besides, a more
detailed examination of a period is neccssary
than is convenient in a Iigh School. (d.)
The truc remedy is for the teachers to im-
provc their methods.

4. With regard to the "systeni of nota-
tion" which the High School Nasters say
"should be more fully recognizcd in the
assignmcnt of subjects for examination to
menbers of Central Committce," the Minis-
ter vill readilv undcrstand that some mcm-
bers of the Committce are spceially fittcdi to
examine on some subjects, and others on
othcrs, and it is desirable Liat the schools of
the country should have the benefit of the
special attainmcnts of the several members.

I have the honour, etc.,
(Signed) G. P. YOUNG.

To the Hon. the Alinister of Education.

-IN thismonth's issue we can only brieily dis-
cuss the questions brought up by the foregoing
correspondence. We invite in the meantime
from the High School Masters an expression
of opinion on the points submitted for their
consideration. The course pursued by the
Minister, as indicated in his letter, will be
productive of great satisfaction- to the pro-
fession, and we trust that in the interest of
good sound healthy education the Intermedi-
ate itself nay soon be numbered among the
things of the past. It is a well-known fact

, that the High School Masters without, so far
as the- public are aware, a single exception,
are unanimous in their estimate of the effect
on education of the Intermediate examina-
tion. In many respects the old system of
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distributing the Legislative Grant was super-
ior to the present one, and after ail the fuss
that has been, anl is continually being, made
about " Payment by Results," the results are,
in most instances, substantially the saine.

But to refer briefly to Prof. Young's letter,--

(1.) We believe that the Chairman of the
Central Committee lias misapprehended the
neaning of the term '"practical," and with a

not inexplicable shortsightedness has assumed
that it is possible to set in the subjects of
Chemistry and Natural Philosophy on!', such
questions as the Committee has been in the
habit of setting. It scems to us that vhat
the Masters desire, and what their resolution
aims at, is questions which will have the
effect of giving the instruction in these sub-
jects a character which will be of soine benelit
in actual life to the students in the Science
course. It is by no means the only duty of
our 3econdary Schools to train the mind par-
ticularly in such Sciences as are under con-
sideration ; and taking ir.to account the
peculiarly theoretical treatment of soine if
the other subjects on the Intermediate pro-
gramme, the Department can well afford to
make the instruction in Chemistry and Na-
tural Philosophy "capable of being turned
to some use or account " in ordinary life.
But there is another view of the matter, and
this, we are led to believe, was one of the
reasons that induced the Masters to pass the
Resolution. The questions proposed in
Natural Philosophy are in many cases capa-
ble of solution far more easily by the aid of
Trigonometry, and the student who has to
pursue this subject further is forced to
unlearn many of the cumbrous methods the
present system lias led him to adopt. The
ad captanduim appeal to the Masters, in the
last clause of this paragraph of the Profes-
sor's letter, is liable to a construction whici
we should be sorry to put upon it. The
Masters-evidently desire to advance the inter-
ests of good education-not merely to pass
pupils through the meshes of the Inter-
mediate.

(2.) In reference to High School Inspec-
tion we have reason, and good reason we may
add, to state that the opinion expressed by

the Inspectors is by no means that held by
the Masters. It is simply absurd to suppose
any nian able, be his position what it may, to
form a correct estimate of even an ordinary
High School in the few hours the Inspectors
sometimes devote to this duty. So long as
the distributors of the Grant confined their
operations to rotnd numbers the tax on
credulity was not so heavy ; but, when it bas
come to odd cents and apparently minute
sub-divisions, the profession niay be well
excused for their very muild expression of
opinion. It lias been distinctly charged in
the public prints, and, so far as we know, not
denied officially, that money lias been awarded
for certain subjects without even the pretence
of inspection. The latest case we know of,
occurred in the Dundas High School, where
the sum of $6 was awarded for Upper School
work without even the performance of the
usudl ceremony. It is also well understood
that none of the thice Inspectors professes
to have any knowledge of Drill, Music, or
Drawing, and yet we find minute distinctions
made in the schedule between the schools
in which these Departments are attended to.
If any est'abished system is foliowed by tnese
officials in the discharge of this branch of
their duties, it would be in the interests of
ail concerned for the Minister to authorize an
explanation. We by no means under-estimate
the delicacy of the task imposed on the In-
spectors, but it is only proper that the diffi-
culties we have pointed out should be obviated
in some way.

(3.) Wear a.1 pyto be able toagree with the
Inspectors in th&r remarks on History-teach-
ing in our High Schools. To a very large ex-
tent the fault lies with the Masters themselves.
But a good deal of the trouble that exists may
be attributed to the facts, that an effort is often
made to prepare candidates for the Interme-
diate in too short a time, thar owing to the
recent introduction of this study into our
Public Schools, entrane come with little or no
knowledge of History, and that an indepen-
dent knowledge of "historical proportion"
or judgment in any of its higher applira-
tions cannot be expected, to more than r.
limited extent, from the very young candi-
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dates that forn the majority of those who
present themselves at the Intermediate Ex-
amination. But, while we should recommend
the Masters to improve their methods, an
examination of the papers that have hitherto
been set convinces us that the difficulties
attending the present position of the bulk of
our teachers of History hav- not always been
taken into account by the examiners.

(4.) We have no space to take up the topic
of 'Rotation of Examiners." We may say,
however, that we are glad to observe that
Professor Young has shown his appreciation
of the difficulty so far as he and his colleagues
are concerned. But the interests of educa-
tion are paramount ; and while the Chairman
has been so kind as to show how the examina-
tions have been adapted to the exigencies of
the Committee, he might have been ingenu-
ous enough to admit the correctness of the
position taken by the Masters. The Min-
ister, it is almost needless to observe, is aware
that the Central Committee was created pre-
sumably for the benefit of the schools, and
not the schools for the benefit of the Central
Committee.

THE following are new regulations anent
the Intermediate Examination approved by
the Lieut.-Governor in Council, 4th Oct.,
1879, as issued by the Education Depart-
ment:-

The first of these, we can scarcely refrain
from saying, is objectionable on the score of
indefiniteness, as the time for holding the In-
termediate should be fixed definitely, or at
least a iotice of bne clear year should be
given before the Examination is held, so that
teachers may not be kept in unnecessary sus-
pense on the point.

i. The Intermediate Examination will be

A SCHOOL-BOY on the other side of line
450, gave his teacher the other day, this illus-
trative definition of "responsibility:" "Boys
has two buttons for their 'spenders, so's to
keep their pants up. When one button comes
off, why, there's à good deal of responsibility
on the other >utton."

held in eaçh year at the time fixed by: the
Department.

2. The subjects will be grouped as hereto-
fore, and candidates who obtain forty per
cent. of the total in each group, and not less
than twenty per cent. in each subject, shall be
considered as having passed the examination.

3. Candidates who, in passing the Inter-
mediate Examination, obtain twenty per cent.
on each subject, and forty per cent. on the
group, will be regarded as having par -d the
non-professional examination for Thrd-class
certificates. Those who, besides fulfilling the
above conditions, obtain fifty per cent. of the
whole number of marks attainable, will be
considered as having passed the non-pro-
fessionai examination for Second-class certi-
ficates, grade B ; while those who obtain
thirty per cent. on each subject, fifty per
cent. on the group, and sixty per cent. of the
aggregate marks, will be considered as having

passed the non-professional examination for
Second-class, grade A.

4. All the answers in each subject are to
be read and the values assigned. While the
passing is to be determined by these tests,
the questions in each subject, are to be framed
by the examiners, not with reference to any
high standard for competitive examinations,
but solely to ascertain whether the candidate
has acquired a fair knowledge of each subject,
and so is qualified or not for the Upper
School, or for non-professional standing as a
teacher (as the case may be) having regard
to his proficiency or deficiency in answering
questions reasonably framed for this purpose
in each subject.

The works to be read critically for the
Examination of 18So-see the High School
programme-are Gray's "Elegy in a Country
Churchyard" and Gold:mith's " Traveller."

• SEE that your pupiis understand clearly
vhat you require them to do. Most of all

endeavour to understand it yourself.
THE mind of the pupil is to the teacher

vhat the clay is to the potter-a plastic body
that may be so fashioned as to become an
object of admiration or of insignificance.
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS DEPARTMENT.

INTERMEDIATE EDUCATION IN ENGLAND.

Mr. Forster, in a speech lately delivered
on this subject in London, estimates that not
more than 50,000 out of 350,000 pupils
attend schools that can afford any guarantee
of efficiency. The renedy lie suggests' is a
system of registration for competent teachers
whîo are employed in Secondary Schools, and
the establishment of an Educational Council
composed of members of the Universities,
nominees of the Crown, and representatives of
the teaching profession, whose duty it should
be to supervise all matters connected with
Secondary Education. His plan in fact resem-
bles, in its main features, the one contained
in Dr. Lyon Playfair's bill lately before the
House of Commons. Mr. Forster believes
however that no changes should be made
without consulting the feelingof the teachers
and sympathizing with it. That he is pre-
pared to do both the following extract from
his speech will show. "The idea of an
Educational Council, fairly constituted, with
a just representation of teachers upon it,
taking stock every year of the state of educa-
tion, making suggestions for its improve-
ment, and superintending a scheme for the
training of teachers, had taken much hold of
the public mind and the professional mind,
and with all that the teachexs lad become
more and more possessed of the desire of not
being content until the teaching profession
was put on a level with the other great
professions in society. Why ought not
the profession of teaching to have as much
hîigh honour and public regard, and be as
much a distinguished profession, as that of
either law or medicin-? If we looked
at the work which its members were doing
for society, at the responsibility of that work,
at the difficulty of doing it well, at the
sbligation under which they were putting so-

ciety in general, they at least stood as high
as the men whom we sent for when we were
ill, or the men to whom we resorted when we
wished to go to law with our neighbours."

TEACHERS' SUPERANNUATION IN IRELAND.

The condition of the Irish National School
Teachers for the last few years has been far
from satisfactory. There has been a gradual
decrease in salaries without any prospect
of relief. At length when the Government
found that persons of the right stamp were
begnning to shun the profession, owing to
the indifferent salaries paid, it came to their
relief and d g he recent meeting of Par-
liament had a bill passed to provide pensions
for those who remained in the profession.

A sum not to exceed one million three
hundred thousand pounds is to be set apart
from the funds remaining from the disestab-
lishment of the Irish Church for this pur-
pose. The interest on this amount, supple-
mented by contributions froni the teachers
themselves, will amount to £46,ooo. Teach-
ers of all grades in employment at the time
of the passing of the act have the option of
becoming subscribers to the pension fund
within five years ; but those who become
teachers after the passing gf the act have no
option. The amount of the quarterly premium
is to be deducted from the salaries,--the
amount ; iing with the class to which the
teacher bdLongs and the age at which he
enters the profession. Tihus a man entering
the profession at 20 years of agce pays annu-
ally 1Ius. 4d., if be is a third-class teacher; at
30 years of age he pays 1Ss. 8d., and at 4o
he pays £x 12S. 4 d. If he is a second-class
teacher and enters the profession at any of
the above ages he pays respectively 15s. 2d.,

£i4s.. ,and £22s.8d. If.heisafirst-class
!eacher and enters the profession at any of the
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ages ennumerated, lie pays respectively£1 9$.,
£2 7s., and £4 is. 8d.

In return for these annual payments a
male teacher, if he retires at the age of 6o
years, will receive an annual pension of £22

if of the third.class ; £29 if of the second-
class ; and £53 if of the first-class. The
highest pension paid is to those who remain
teaching till they are sixty-five years of age,
vhen the amounts for each class are £35,

£46, and £88 respectively. On the other
hand the lowest pension paid is when a
teacher retires at fifty-five years of age; the
respective amounts then are £i5, £19, and

£34.
Female teachers have to pay a higlier

premium, but they may retire on a pension
any time between fifty and sixty years of age
-4he pensions for the three classes at the
former age being £12, £16, and £28 re-
spectively, and at the latter age £25, £34,
and £60.

Provision is muade for granting gratuities
to disabled teachers. If a teacher withdraws
fron the profession previous to the time when
he would be entitled to a pension the amount
of his subscriptions is returned to him. A
teacher if he choose may be a subscriber to a
class lower than his own, but then he w'ill be
entitled only to the pension of the class to
which lie subscribes.

BRITISII WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

By the act passed by the Imperial Parlia-
ment which came into operation the first day
of this year the peich consists of 22 yards,
not 51/ yards as heretofore, and ten perches
or 220 yards make a furlong. It will thus
be.seen that the perch is made identical in
length with the Gunter's chain. As the acre
still consists of 4,840 yards, ten of the new
perches squared make this up ; the rood is
still one-fourth of the acre or 1,210 square
yards.

The following is the new Avoirdupois
weight:-

16 drams make i ounce,
16 ounces or 7,000 grains make i pound,
14 pounds make i stone,
8 stone or 112 lbs. make r hundred-weight,

20 hundred-weight i ton.
All articles sold by weight are to be sold by

this weight except-i. Gold, silver, plati-
num, and precious stones, whicli may be sold
by the ounce Troy which is still to consist of
480 grains, or by any decimal part of such
ounce. 2. Drugs, which mgsy be sold in
retail by Apothecaries' weight.

The gallon is to be the unit of measure,
and shall contain ten pounds of pure distilled
water at a temperature of 62° Fahr., and
with the barometer at 30 inches. The metrie
systeni as heretofore continues legal, but its
use is optional.

CONT.'.IBUTORS' DEPARTMENT.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Teacher.-There will be no " Intermed-
iate " Examination in December.

Yes, there will be an Examination for en-
trance into the High Schools and Collegiate
Institutes in December next.

We have so far been unable to find out
what is to be the course of study prescribed
for First-Class Teachers to be examined on
next July. We hope to give full information
on this point in our next issue.

We cannot answer the question, " Why
Queen Victoria was made Empress of India?"

It was an act of Beaconsfieldian wizardry.
The assumption of the title does not enlarge
lier authority.

Goderich.-The " clever couplet " on mind
and matter you enquire the source of, appear-
ed in Punch some ten years ago. Correctly
it is as follows:

"What is mind ? no matter.
What is matter? never mind."

Tru4ro, N..S.-Deschanel's Natural Phil.
osophy has been translated by Prof. Everett,
of Queen's College, Belfast. Blackfe & Son
are the publishers. The translator has in-
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troduced into the work the results of many of
Sir Wm. Thomson's and Prof. FAraday's
experiments in Electricity and Magnetism,
which considerably increases its value over
the French edition.

Inqirer.-We cannot answer the ques-
tion whether the closing passage in Dr. Mc-
Lellan's recent Presidential address is or is
not intended as "a dig " at the Chairman of
the Central Committee. As you say, how-
ever, the reference to " the careless admis-
sions of a few Mathematical Metaphysicians
who sacrificed the certainty of Mathematics
for the aberrations of Psychology " was,
under the circumstances, a delicate one.
The address is so marked by intellectual
"neck-craning " and mental tiptoe effort that
you must excuse us in refusing to think out
the meaning of the other passages you refer
to in the Doctor's disquisition. Wejoin you
in the hope that the learned Doctor has got
down by this time from his super-mundane
heights.

Brant.-The translation into Latin verse
of the stanza from the Rev. John Moultrie's
poem, " Forget Thee," is to be found in
Kennedy's Sabriae Corolla. We quote it
for you, appending the briginal.

OBIITUS UT VIVAM TUI?

"Oblitus omnes ut tui vivam dies?
Cesset avis liquido mulcere silvas carmine:

Oblitus omnes ut tui vivam dies?
Negligat unda maris tumere sub luna! face:

Stiticulosa nulet immemor rosa
Nectareos bibere rorantis Hesperi scyphos:

Tuo paternum litus effluat sinu,
Vatasque coruleo nota colore juga,

Vultusque amatus quisque, et a puertia
Pluruma deliciis signata plurumis loca:

COURTESY of manner is one of the greatest
essentials to a teacher, or any one who aims
at success in guiding children on the road to
knowledge. Not that they should go through
all the formule that Chesterfield lays down
as essential to intercourse between ladies and
gentlemen, but they must show a studied
kindness for their welfare and a regard for
their feelings.

THE true value of a teachcr is determined
not by what he knows, nor by his ability to
impart what he knows, but by his ability to
stimulate in others a desire to know.

Quorum simul te ceperint oblivia,
Excideris animo tu cara, tum demum meo."

"Forget thee 1 bid the forest-birds forget
their sweetest tune;

Forget thee I bid the sea forget to swell be-
,neath the moon;

Bid thirsty flowers forget to drink the eve's
refreshing dew;

Thyself forget thine own dear land, and its
mountains wild and blue;

Forget each old familar face, each long-re-
membered spot:

When these things are forgot by thee, then
thou shalt be forgot."

J. H. H.-We transcribe for you Frank-
lin's Epitaph:

" The Body of
Benjamin Franklin, Printer,

(Like the cover of an old book,
Its contents torn out,

And stript of its lettering and gilding,)
Lies here, food for worms.

Vet the work itself shall not be lost,
For it will (as he believed) appear once more

In a new
And more beautiful edition,
Corrected and amended

By the Author."

It bas been suggested, however, that Frank-
lin was indebted for the idea to Francis
Quarles, fron whose " Divine Fancies " we
quote you the following:

" The World's a PrAting-Hozise, our Words,
our Thoughts,

Our Deeds, are Characters of several sizes;
Each soul is a Compos'tor, of whose faults

The Levites are Correctrs; Heaven Revises;
Death is the common Press, from whence be-

ine driven,
We're gather'd, sheet by sheet, and bound

for Heaven."

A CONTEMPORARY bas a wise article on
"Common School Education," in which firm
ground is taken against the cramming of
children's heads with special studies. It
says:-" They are forced into the ninds of
pupilsat an age when the reasoning powers are
undeveloped and the memory in its highest
state of receptivity. Obviously, that is the
age when elementary facts should be laid in
store, and when the art of using facts should
begin to be taught in that careful and guarded
way which takes care not to anticipate de-
velopment.
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TiE CULTIVATION OF TII MEMORY; ON
THE USF 01 WORDs. Philadelphia Eld-
redge & Bro. 1879.
These are the second and third of the

"Manuals for Teachers," the first of which,\
on " The Cultivatioù of the Senses," ve have
already noticed. The work on ' Mcniory "
is apparently the production of the writer of
the initial volume of the series. It shows the
same admirable characteristics in closeness of
thought, practical bearing, and thorough
acquaintance with the subject.

The authorpoints out that the two great
nids to the cultivation of the memory are:

" (r) Attention, slow, grave, deliberate, to
secure clear well-marked ideas or mental
pictures acquired through each of the senses
that can be employed.

"(2) Association of these ideas, through
common qualities, by which you can connect
thern with encli other, so that each idea may
eventually and immediately suggest its ap-
propriate companion idea or ideas."

He malkes a meagre and unsatisfactory
expansion of his first statement, but a very
instructive one of the second. Indeed the
chapter on Association is worthy of the most
careful perusal by all young icachers who
have an anxious desire to improve the me-'
mory of their scholars. In the fourth chap-
ter some admirable suggestions are made for
employing special subjects such as arith-
metic, geography, etc., for the development
of memory. Take the following for exam-
ple :-" Success in logical reasoning is the
first and most important aid to memory in
arithmetic. Next to this we place neatness
of work, where each figure is formed in large
and legible characters, and each step of rea-
soning is clearly marked with detailed ex-
planations at the side."

The illustrations of object lessons might
have been more happy and some of them

more within the range of possibihty. For
example, what teacher in giving a lesson on
Physical Geography would go to the length of
making "a model in clay or sand so that the
class could sec the basin, water-shed, tribu-
taries, etc." Yet our author would consider
that teacher an indifferent one who would not
adopt some such plan.

The chief fault of the work is its brevity,
but even this is not a sufficisnt excuse for
omitting Repetition as one of the chief fac-
tors in aiding memory. The American Pub-
lishers have added to the size of the work,
but by no means to its value, by incorporating
a chapter on the Cultivation of the Memory
in youth from an American author. It will
interest the reader to contrast this with the-
third chapter for the sake of seeing the differ-
ence in style, matter, and opinion, between
the English and the American writers.

The ManuaD. --n "The Use of Words"
has the same practical bearing, shows the
same activity of mind on the part of the
writer, and as much acquaintance with school
room work as the two preceding Manuals,
but this is certainly not done by a strict ad-
herence to the title.

There is for example an admirable explana-
tion of syllogistic reasoning in one chapter,
some thoroughly practical remarks upon the
art of school-room questioning in another,
while a third is devoted to the study of words,
not their use. This last, however, we must
do the English author the justice to say he is.
not responsible for. It is taken from a work
by Mr. Webb already noticed in these pages,.
and is more germane to the matter thon the
chapter appended to the Manual on Mernory.

It wiii not be the author's fault if the-
reader does not alwaysgrasp his meaning, for-
wherever there is the slightest obscurity he-
dispels it by an apt illustration. His ideas-
are worth all the pains he has taken to make.
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Item cilear. We miglit give many evidences of
this but wc vill content ourselves with two.

On page 25 he thus speaks of Definition :
-" We hope we have shown that a defini-
lion instead of preceding a lesson, as it often
does, should bc the conclusion of a lesson or
of some definite part of it. Consider what a
-definition is; il is not the giving of additional
knovledge, it is the summing up, the gather-
ing into a few words of ail the ideas that have
been obtained by a careful comparison of a
number of objects by the abstraction of their
common qunlities which are grouped so as to
repreents.a class; nor can the terms of a

-definition be7of nuch use before these ordinary
processes of thought have been performed."
In our second extract he shows lis inde-
pendence of thought in a manner that may
-startlc some of our readers who are accus-
tomed to regard paraphrasing as one of the
best aids to composition.

He says on page 61, " Pharaphrasing or
reproducing a passage of poetry in their (the
-scholars') own language is impossible, if the
passage is involved and difficult; if the pas-
sage is easy and simple, the poet will have
-chosen the best words in the shortest form,
.and his language could only be changed for
the worse."

ELEMENTARY ANATOMY, PnysiooGY,
AND HYGIENE ; for the use of Schools and
Families. By Edward Playter, M.D., etc.
Toronto : Hart & Rawlinson, 1879.
At the first siglit of this book of 168 pages

we were struck with the suitableness of ils
title, for the elementary wrks of similar
-character which have heretofore appeared for
use in our schools ail bear the simple title of
Physiology, while at the same time the; neces-
sarily treat, at some considerable length, of
Anatomy and Hygiene, some acquaintance
-with both of which being absolutely requisite
for the correct understanding and the practical
uses of Physiology.

We agree with the author in the opinion that
a " want has been much felt for an elemen-
tary work suited to the youthful portion of
-the people " on the above subjects. But, that
his book is calculated to supply the want is
.another question, and one about which we

entertain somcdoubts. Dr. Michael Fâster's
little Ptimer is admirably adapted to the re-
quirements of very young persons, being
written in language easy to be understood by
children. Huxley's " Lessons," on the othur
hand, Is suited only (or students of advanced
years who already possess some knowledge
of the subject ; though it is a somewhat ex-
pensive book for the majority of boys and girls
to purchase. Something intermediate is need-
cd that will be neither too brief and simple on
the one hand, nor too detailed and technical
on the other. This want Dr. Playter's book
in part supplies ; but, not to mention several
omissions, it nppears to us that some correc-
tions and alterations, and many acknowledg-
ments ought to have be a made before lie
work was permitted to pass through the press.

Without stopping to dispute the assertion,
and others of equal importance, that ail living
bodies are organized, we cannot help thinking
that it is a great mistake in an e/enentary
work to reverse the usual order of subjects by
introducing the brain and nervous system first
to the young beginner. It can hardly be
sensible to ask the pupil at the outset to enter
upon the study of so complicated an organ as
the eye or the car; or to study the animal
organs and functions before he has made him-
self in the least acquainted with the less diffi-
cuit study of the organs and functions of vege-
tation. Nor do we think sufficient reason is

given for the change by the statement that
the brain and nervous system are "most
closely connected with the mind." However,
the book seems to contain very much of what
is required in a text-book for schools, and,
upon the whole, it is tolerably accurate, and is
likely to prove useful in the hands of a pro-
perly qualified teacher. But, il is impossible
to peruse the book without feeling that mucli
of ils accuracy is due to extensive quotations
from such great authorities as Huxley and
Foster. In vain have we sought however,
for an acknowledgment of the sources whence
those extracts have been taken. In saying
this ve do not mean to imply that the great es-
tablished facts of the science must not be the
same in ail works on Pisiology, no matter
by vhom written. The foundation, the
essence of the work, so to speak, must re-
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main the same ; but it is to the construction
nnd evcn to the relative order of many of the
sentenccs that we vcnture to object. The
likeness is so apparent that we cannot refr tin
from calling attention to a few of thcm. On

page 42 of Foster's Primer we find the follow-
ing passage: "So thick-sct are the little
blood-vessels, that wherever you thrust. a
needle, be it as fine a needle as you please,
you will be sure to pierceand tcar some little
blood channel, cither artery or capillary or
vein, and out will come the ruddy drop."
On page 54 of Playter's book we find : "so
thickly set are these little vessels that you
cannot thrust in even the finest needle with-
out piercing one or more of them, when out
will flow the crimson drop." On p. 5 of
Foster we have " the blood is the great cir-
culating market of the body, in which all the
things that are wanted by all parts, by the
muscles, by the brair, by the ski', by the
lungs, liver, and kidneys, are bought and sold.
What the muscle wants, it, as we have seen,
buys from the blood." Compare Playter, pp.
54-5, " The blood is like a great circulating
market in the body. . . . . From it, all that
is wanted by the various parts-by the skin,
the brain, the bones, the flesh, is obtained ;
. . . . what your muscles want they obtain
from the blood ; " etc., etc.

" Huxley's Elenentary Physiology," p.

134, says ''all the substances which are used
as food come under one of four heads. They
are either what may be termed Proteids, or
they are Fats, or they are Amyloids, or they
are Minerals. Fats are composed of carbon,
hydrogen and oxygen only. All vegetable
and animal fatty matters and oils come under
this division."

Playter, p. 75, thus paraphrases the above:
''All foods come under either one or the
other of four heads; they are either proteids,
or they are fats, or they are amyloids, or they
are minerals. Fats consist of carbon, hydro-
gen, and oxygen only. All animal and vege-
table fats and oils come under this head."
Numerous other passages pnight be pointed
out did space permit ; but the foregoing will
suffice to show how nearly the Canadian
author approaches an infringement of the

copyright Jaws which a dutiful acknolledg-
ment in his preface would place in another
light.

TitE ENar.sit LANGUAGE: Its Iistory and
Structure. Royal School Series.' Lon-
don: Thomas Nelson & Sons; Toronto:
James Campbell & Son, 1879.
This is a spirited outline of the history of

the English language, and is intended for the
higher classes in Elcmentary Schools. The
historical development of the language is
given with force and general accuracy. Then
follows a succinct accounit of the history of
English literature, and last of all srme
simple exercises in paraphrasing. The
Etymology is touched upon sufficiently for
beginners, lists being given of the most use-
ful Grcek, Latin, and Anglo-Saxon "roots."
We do not however understand why a greater
number of the words in the passage on page

39, beginning "But the dominion of the
Norman " is not printed in italics, which are
employed to indicate words of pure English
origin, unless it be with the design, of which
we have a hint in the " outline " at the be-
ginning of the chapter, to limit the italicizing
to words of special import. Nor is it very
easy for the Canadian to understand why
Canada should be supposed to have "only
hundreds of thousands " of English-speaking..
people against the millions of the United
States, especially when the author's purpose
is to show the wide range of the lands in

which the language is spoken. A Canadian
tuo might be pardoned for objecting to the
following line in a poem on tXe " Triumphs
of the English Language," which we else-
where quote, taking the liberty of substitut-
ing another adjective for the italicized one.

"It spreads where winter piles deep snows on
bleak Canadian plains."

But notwithstanding all this the book is one
that may be heartily welcomed by the teacher,
for what is wanted for elementary classes
is not long, abstruse treatises, but a concise,
intelligible primer such as this, written in a
lively, attractive style, and sold, as the pre-
sent work is, at a low price. We believe
that there is not among our authorized text-
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books any one work which gives aconncctcd
account of the subjects dcalt with in this
little volume, hence the great bulk of our
school-children lcave school with hardly an
idea of what is meant by the history of the
literature of their native tongue. With the
prcsent work in their hands this could not
continue to be the case, and we thereforc
trust that it will come into extensive use.

LovELL'S INTERMEDIATE GEoGRAiHY, with
Maps and Illustrations ; being introductory
to Lovells Advanced Gcography. authoriz.-
cd by the lon. tie Minister of Education,
Ontario. Montreal : John Lovell, 1879.
The personal history of the publishcr of

this Geography, and the record of his long
and industrious lifc, is a perpetual inspiration
to any one familiar with his remarkable
carecr. 3cfore many of the present gcnera.
tion were born, Mr. Lovell's public services
to the country had earncd for hin enviable
distinction, and a pension from the British
Government which his ardent patriotism and
generous, disintcrested nature would not
allow bim to accept. Exchanging the mili-
tary saddle in the turbulent times of '37 for
work art the printer's "case," he found ready
means to serve his country in a sphere of use-
fulness no less important than that of the
military trooper. lis enterprise and indus.

,try, as well as the integrity of his charac-
ter, and his high sense of honour, soon
secured him recognition and employnent by
the authorities in the practical career he liad
set before hin. es Parliamentary pririter,
through the many years of the early Colonial
life of the country, the Government libraries
and State archives witness to his faithful and
loyal labours. His many and important
publishing enterprises testify also to the irre-
presible public spirit which lias been signally
manifested in all his work. Stimulated by
this patriotic ardour, some twenty years ago
he threw himself inito educational publishing
with the motive of adapling the school-books
of the country to the educational wants and
national predilections of the people. The
earliest outcone of this pr6ject was the

Ceneral Geography," prepared by the pre.
sent Deputy Minister of Education of Ontario,

soon followcd by the .introductory "Easy
Lcssons,"-txt-books which have long en-
joyed the favour and patronage of the schools.

The work before us takes the place of the
latter book, which we learn it would have
carlier replacecd but for the delay causcd by
the thoroughness of the revision to which the
ncw book lias been subjectedc. The place
of the 'General Geography,' is (o be im-
mcdiately taken by a new and 'Advanced'
text-book, of a high character, which Mr.
Lovell is about to issue. The most cursory
glance at the ' Intermediate,' vill assure any.
one that examines the book that it is the pro-
duct of faithful and intelligent labour; while
its attractive mechanical appearance will in-
stantly prepossess the critic in its favour. A
closer acquaintance vith the work will dccep-
en this impression, and increase the satisfac-
tin-1 with which the peruser of its contents
will'examine its pages. If we entertain an
opinion that would qualify our unstinte com-
mendation of the book, it is that that would
lead us to give preference to the ordinary
literary form of book construction over the
catechetical, which has been adopted by the
writer. The question and answer form, in
our opinion, is apt to lead the instructor to
impart his knowledge in splinters of fact
rather than in the convertible pulp of a sim-
ple and enticing narrative. Still, for ele-
mentary classes, the form into which the
book has been cast may be best suitecd ; and
the writer has admirably succeeded in the
choice and statement of facts which he bas
embodied from the interesting fields of geo-
graphical information. As an epitome of
elementary geography for Canadian schools,
the vork, in our opinion, is wholly satisfac-
tory. Within its compass we have just that
amount and variety of matter which must
make the book thoroughly acceptable to the
teacher, and easy of digestion by the pupil.
The page is a clear, clean, and inviting one,
and the maps and illustrations are features of
excellence which call for spontaneous recog-
nition. The book will doubtless receive a
large measure of favour, and the instant and
hearty commendation of every one examining
it interested in education in C.nada.
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EDITORIAL NOTES.

TOPICS OF TIE TIME.

Txtr. question how best to impart moral
instruction in schools lias recently bccn under
discussion by the members of the Srhool
Board of Birmingham, Eng. The decision
come to by that body was to instruct the
teachers to give two lessons a weck, of a
conversational character, on such subjects as
the following . ObedienLe tu parents, hon-
esty, truthfulncss, modcsty, temperance,
courage, kindncss, perseverance, frugality,
thrift, government of temper, courtesy, un-
selfishness, and kindrcd moral duties,-the
Icssons to be of half an hour cach, and to bc
enforced by illustrations drawn fron daily
life. An amendnent was proposed to the
effect that teachers should be allowed to
draw their illustrations from the Bible, but
it was voted down-a member, the Rev.
Mr. Dale, thus expressing the opinions of
the majority. He (Mr. Dale) believed that
the code would promote the moral health and
vigour of the children, and that ultimately
religious faith itself would be benefited by it.
The manner in which morals were commonly
taught, when morals were.associated with
religious instruction, had rather emasculated
and enfeebled moral life by the exclusive
appeal that had been made to the highest
religious motives in order to enforce ordinary
moral duties. He was prepared, he said, to
maintain that there was a clear distinction
between teaching morals and teaching reli-
gion. There were many men who recognized
the obligation of honesty, and truthfulness,
and of temperance, who rejected Divine reve-
lation. He admitted, however, that an appeal
to revelation added tremendous sanction to
the ordinary moral duties, but he argued that
neither morality nor religion was a gainer
from an incessant appeal to religious motives.
He desired his child to have a generous love

of goodness, not mercly because God had
commanded it, but for its own sake. There is
much to be said in favour of Mr. Dale's
robust yet thoughtful vicws on this subject.
Wc arc perliaps too apt to enforce our ad-
monitions to the young in the jargon of
Plharisaism or in the gr y phrases of Sunday-
school literature. A kndly, earnest talk in
the phraseology uf the play-ground would
ofttimes bc more impressive and effective.
Still, where no objection is raised on con-
scientious grounds to the reading of the
Bible in the school, the simple and pointed
moral instruction of the teacher may well
and prufitably be enriched from the maxims
of the Great Master.

Tius question of Clerical versus State Lay
Education in France is still wildly exercising
the Gallican mind, and ite agitation, we
notice, is now spreading to Belgium. The
intolerance and animosity of the Church is
unhappily now being matched by the intol-
crance and animosity of the enemies of the
Churcli, and what the outcome of the dis-
turbance ks to be no one can well forecast.
So impassioned are the parties in the affray,
and so hopeless seems the appeal to calm
reason in France, that spokesmen on both
sides of the quarrel are now appealing to
England for a hearing on the merits of the
burning question at issue. Those of our
readers who may be interested in the matter'
will find the case best stated for the Clerics
in the extracts given in the recent English
newspapers from a pamphlet written by M.
l' Abbé Martin, and for the Liberals in the
article in the September number of the Nine-
teenth Century, by M. Edmund About. On
the surface the Government Bill, introduced
by M. Jules Ferry, Minister of Education,
seems a commendable attempt on the part of
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the Statc, to sccure efficient machincry to
advance the best interests of education in the
country n itl suc.h proposed enactments neces-
sary to enablc the (;tvernmcnt cffcctivcly to
control and direct the machinery. The ar-
ticle in the Bill that has roused the Cicrical
party to frcnty is that knonn as No. 7, to
the follnwing effect : " That no pcrson bc.
longing to an unauthorized religiuus com-
munity is allowcd to govern a public or pri.
vate educational establlishment ut whatsoever
order, or to givc instruction therein." This,
it has been assumed, and no dçubt rightly,
is a direct slap at the Ecclcsiastical schools,
with the idea of repressing or aiolishing
them. The raison d'étrc of this is the polit-
ical animus of the Jcsuits towards the Repub-
lic and the well-known sympathy of the
Church with the Empire. The furthcr in-
citement to place the Priests' schools undcer
the ban of the law is fear at the growing
power of the religious orders and uneasiness
felt at the increasing popularity of institutions
conducted by the worst enemies of the Re-
public. It is to be feared, however, that the
passage or the anti-Jesuit clause in the Bill
will not help the cause of undenominational
education, while this borrowing of the wea-

pons of intolerance and repression from the
Jesuits is not apt to commend itself to many
liberaI and fair-minded men. But its be-
coming law is looked upon as a prime pol-
itical necessity ira the interest of the State and
the perpetuation of Republicanism, as well
as in the interest of the large and growing
class in France that desires emancipation
from the mental servitude imposed by the
Church.

The number of unauthorized congregations
which the new law would disqualify from
public teaching includes some fifty establish-
ments conducted by about 1,500 Jesuits.
These religious bodies are unauthorized in
the sense that their associations have no cor-
porate rights and hence they cannot be pro.
ceeded against as public bodies. Of course
this small number of irregular. teachers may
seem insignificant against which to hurl the
power of the State, but it must be remem-
bered that their cause is championed by the
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whole Clerical community of France and
this is an array not only strong enougl to
givc the Governmcnt troulic in regard tu the
immediate question at issue, but is one that is
also unceasingly active in its efforts, politi-
cally, to undermine it. In view of the latter
circumstance the Guveinmcnt's jcalousy of
the Clcrical powcr is not to be vondered at,
though wc cannot but regret that the Repub-
lican leaders shuuld resurt to an act so im-
politic and anti.Liberail as this repressive
menasure against the Churcli.

ON September ioth, a meeting of persons
intcrested in the cause of religious education
was hcld at the City Terminus Ilotel, Lon-
don, MIr. Ellery in the chair. The chairman,
in his opening remarks, explained that the
meeting had been convened mainly at the
instigation of some gentlemen whose minis
lad been sorely vexed by the lamentab.e
instances which had been brought to tlcir
knowledge of the neglect of Biblical or Scrip-
tural education in Board Schionis. After
some discussion on the subject of School
Board education and Biblical knowledge, it
was resolved unanimously: "That this meet-
ing is of opinion that it is of the highest im-
portance that children of both sexes should
have instilled into their minds the first prin-
ciples of Christian morality by means of
Bible lesons, and that such lessons should be
given in all elementary s:hools throughout
the kingdom." It was further resolved,
"Tiat an association should be at once

formed, cntitled the Christian Education

League, for the purpose of securing the re-
turn of such candidates for School Boards as
were in favour of religious education." A
preliminary committee was then chosen, and
Mfr. W. G. Kent was appointed Secretary,
and instructed to communicate with certain
influential gentlemen, with the view of plac-
ing the League on a sound is ndation, and
enabling it to carry out the programme.-
The Schoolmaster.

WHEN any branch of legiti.nate study is
notoriously unpopular in an educational insti-
tution, it simply proves that it is not properly
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taught therc. When students stand appalled
at the sight of the Grck alphabet, and dur-
ing aIl their course nevcr gct ovcr their fr:ght,
it proves that some teacher should bc rotated
out, and some other teachcr rotatcd in. A
good teacher will make whatever he trachcs
interesting, bc it Grck, Gcrman, or Gacic.
It is not so much a qucstion in our schouls
What shall we teach ? as Iow shall we
teach ? Suine teachcrs will discapine the
mind more in teaching practical cookery
three monthe, than others would in tcaching
Chinese or Choctaw all their lives. A pupil
recently examincd could repeat all the rules
in the arithmctic perfectly, but uttely failed
when askcd how muci a turkey would cost,

weighing 171< puunds dcad, at 6}z cents per
pound aliv.-Ex.

IT often occurs to us of what importance
it would be if some time werc dcvoted in the
schools to the practice of short.hand writing,
familiarity with which is cvery day becoming
more valuable and necessary. In some
schools the time given to the writing-lesbon is
absorbcd by elaborate practice in ornamental
penmanship, usually an unnecessary vaste of
time and patience which would be more ser-
viceably expended in acquiring some practi-
cal knowlcdge of phonography. For literary
purposes, and indeed for most of the ordinary
purposes of writing, the use of short-hand L
of great noment,-the economy in its use
over the present system of writing out in full,
being a matter instantly verifiable by any one
familiar with the systein. To the student in
making rapid notes of lectures, and in tran-
scribing passages fronm text-books for future
reference and use, acquaintance with phono-
graphy would be of great assistance, while
in his future carcer ho would find it highly
serviceable and profitable to him in whatever
'iccupation he is to engage. Sone )ears ago
r-honography was made the subject of refer-
ence in a Presidential address before the
British Science Association, in some such
words as the following:-

" It seems strange that while we actually
possess a system of short-hand by whichwords
can be recorded as rapidly as they can be
spoken, we should persist in writing a slow

and laboriôus long-hand. It is intelligible
that grown-up persons who have acquired
the present conventional art of writing should
hc reluctant to incur the labour of mastering
a better ,ystem ; but there can be no reason
why the rising generation should not be in-
structcl in a method of writng more in
accordance with the activity of mind whicht
now prevails."

The utility of short-hnnd, indeed, is cvcry
day brecoming more and more an admitted
fact, and if the systcm could bc introduced
into the schools, as a part of the writing les-
son, we are certain of its great advantages to
those who cai acquire facility in writing it.
To becone a short-.hand writer is not, of
course, an attainnient to bz jumped at. Like
other acquirenients the " royal road " to it i.
through application and pîersevcrance. "Two-
things," it has been said, "are especiailly
necessary to the complete attainment of
short-hand ; nancly, first, to be-gin, and next,
to go on with its acquirement and practice.
The learner must, as t were, grow into the
use of short-hand writing, pretty much in the
same way that he advances to perfection in
any other every-day attainment.

THE Annual Games in connection with
the Toronto Collegiate Institute, came off on
the Toronto Lacrosse Grounds, on Friday the
3rd instant, with great elat. A lively inter-
est was manifested in the proceedings by
over 1,500 spectators. Ilis Worship the
Mayor presented the prizes. The Band of
the Queen's Own Rifles was in attendance.

No student of English Literature can now
complain, on the score of expense, that he is.
precluded from adding ta the resources of his
library, as he can now get the crean of Eng-
land's contemporary thought in the great
English serials, the Nineeenth Century, the
Forinightly, and the Contemporary Review,
in American reprints, at twenty cents each,
per month.

TuE following are the Scholarship winners
at the recent Examinations at the University
of Toronto:-

Classics-Mr. E. J. Harris, of Woodstock
Literary Institute.

Afathematics-Mr. D. Francis, of Colling-
wood Collegiate Institute.

General Profeiency-Mr. C. W. Mulloy,
of Berlin High School.



T/l Canzada Educational Mondy.

TRIUMPHS OF THE ENGLIISH LANGUAGE.

DY J. G. LYONS.

t. OW gather all nur English baras, Ict harps andi hcarts be strung,N To ccIchrate t triunphs of nur own good English tongue ;
For strongcr far than hosts that march with battle-lags unfurlcd,
It gocs with FutîoxT, Ttoîrllr, and TRiiTi;, to rouse and rule the world.

2. Stout Abion lcarns its houscholt lays on cvcry surf-worn shore,
And Scotland hears its cchoing far as Orkney breakers roar;
From Jura's crags and Mona's hills it floats on cvcry galc,
And warms with cloquence and song the homes of Innisfail,

3.. On many a wide and swarming deck it scalcs the rough wave's crest,
Secking its pccrlcss heritagc-thc fresh and fruitful West ;
It climbs Ncw England's rocky stecps, as victor mounts a thronc;
Niagara knows and grects the voice, still mightier than its own.

4. IL sprcads where winter piles dcep snows on bright Canadian plains,
And where on Esscquibo's banks cternal summcr reigns:
IL glads Acadia's misty coasts, Jamaica's glowing isle,
And bides where gay with carly flowcri grecn Texan prairies smile :
IL tracks the loud, swift Oregon, through sunset vallcys rolIcd
And soars where Californian brooks wash down their sands of gold :

5. It sounds in Borneo's camphor groves, on seas of licrcc Malay,
In fields that curb old Ganges' flood, and towers of proud Bombay;
IL wakes up Aden's lashing eyes, dusk brows, and swarthy limbs;
The dark Liberian soothes her child with English cradle hymns.

6. Tasmania's .aids arc wooed and won in gentle English specch;
Australian boys read Crusoe's life by Sidney's sheltered beach ;
It dwclls where Afric's southmost cape meets oceans bruad and blue,
And Nieuwvcld's rugged mountains gird the wickX and wastc Karroo:

7. It kindles realis so far apart, that, while its praise you sing,
Tzesre may be clad with Autumn's fruits, and dhore with flowers of Spring:
IL quicken's lands whose meteor lights flame in an Arctie sky,
And lands for which the Southern Cross hangs orbed fires on high,

S. It goes with all that prophets told, and righteous kings desired ;
With all that great apostles taughlt, and glorious Greeks admired;
Witli Shakespeare's deep and wondrous verse, and Milton'; loftier mind:
Witlhl Alfred's laws, and Newton's lore,-to cheer and ble,;s mankind.

9. Mark, as it spreads, how deserts bloom, and error flies away
Asvanislhes the mist of nighlt hefore the star of day 1
But g.and as are the victories whose monuments we sec,
These are but as the dawn, which speaks of noontide yet to be.

ro. Take heed, then, heirs of Alfred's fame, take heed, nor once disgrace
With deadly pen or spoiling sword our noble tongue and race.
Go forth, prepared in every clime to love and help cach other;
And judge that they who counsel strife would bid you smite-a brother.

xi. Go forth, and jointly speed the time, by good men prayed for long,
When Christian states, grown just and wise, will scorn revenge and wroi.g;
When Earth's oppressed and savage tribes shall cease to pine or roam,
All taught to prize these English words-£'AiTH, FREEDOM, HEAVEN, and HoME.

-Selected.


